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Nancy Fratti

PAN C H RO N IA ANTIQU ITI E S
Specialist in

Post Office Box 28 Antique Music Boxes and

Whitehall, New York 12887. Restoration Supplies.

Ofiers You:
MUSIC BOXES: DISC and CYLINDER Music Boxes in many sizes and styles. All are firlly restored and guaranteed. S€nd wants.

(Due tofasa turnover, no listingavailable).

DISCS: 100'sof discsinstockformany machines. Send yourspecificwantsplus50c postage and I'll send you a FREE
listingofdiscscurrently in stock foryour machine....OR....send $3.00 and receive a listingof ALL discs in stock.
Alldiscs listed by number, title and condition. (overseas, $a.00).

RESTORATION GovemorJewels, pin straightenen, damper wire in 7 sizes, damper pins in 4 sizes, tip wire, slitting discs, Geneva
SUPPLIES: stop parts, pawls, comb steel, ratchet wheels, Regina moldings, lid pictures, paper gmds, keys and much, much

more! 30pg. catalogonly $4.(X)(Fullyillustrated). (overseas,35.fi)) REFUNDABLE

TUNE CARDS: Fully illustrated catalogof 80 different styles of reproduction tune mrds for Cylinder boxes. Some in original
multi-color! Send $1.50 (overseas 32.50).

BROCHURE: 'So, You Want to Buy a Music Box.... Things to L,ook For". Originally presented by me as a lecture at an MBS
meeting, made into a booklettellingthe basic workings ofa music box movement and how to look for potential
mechanical problems. Send f1.50 (overseas $2.50).

I BI.IY TOO!!
I'm alwoys interested in purchasing Music Boxes in any condition; Discs - any size, any quantity; automata;

music box parts. Prompt, courteow and confidential semice.

Your SATISFACTION is always GUARANTEED!
TERMS: US Curcncy OR Bonk Chak ia US Fudr

Barrel - organs from Zacherlhof
J. & A HAml
AchentalstraBe 11
D-8217 Grassau
West Germany
T€l: 08641-1457

This organette is an exact copy of the most popular table moclel uAristofln
from about 1890. The musical quality is excellent. lt is a unique instrument
to surprise guests and lovers of old music. The instrument has24 reeds and
is 40 x 40 x 25cm high.

The organ costs DM 2800.- music discs in cardboard DM 45.-
and music discs in metal DM 95.-

Repair work undertaken on most reed organs including Amabile, Ariosa,
Lucia, Amorette, Ph6nix, Manopan, Herophon and Nignon.

For further information please write to: A. Bluml at the above address.

) t'f i1
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How bewildering the terminology of
musical box jargon must be to anyone
picking up the interest of mechanical
music. Simple words which are com-
mon terms such as, "run", "endless
screw", "geneva stop" often mean
nothingto the uninitiated. Inthis edition
we start an occasional series entitled
"Getting Started'. The first conhibution
is from John Powell and it is hoped that
other experienced collectors will write
similar articles intended to benefit the
novice collector by informing in a non-
technical way some of the basic facts of
mechanical music.

In recent months many requests for
permission to reproduce articles from
the "Music Box" have been received.
Requests have been made both by
private individuals and societies. Whilst
I have found these requests quite
flattering, Imust ensure thatthe "Music
Box" retains its exclusitivety. Perrnission
to reproduce from the pages of our
Society magazine cannot be given on a

"carte blanche" basis. Each item must
be considered on its merits and per-
mission from the author must also be
obtained. It must be remembered that
without its contributors there would be
no "Music Box". Authors'wishes must
be taken into account. For instance, it
may be the case that an author whose
work has appeared in a prestige publica-
tion such as the "Music Box" may not
wish his work to be reproduced else-

where in a duplicated format which he
may feel would distract from the quality
of his article and photographs. At the
other end of the scale I must make sure
that no commercial benefit is achieved
by the reproduction of articles produced
by our contributors without cost to the
society. On the other hand, in allowing
other organisations to reprint items, we
do benefit from the publicity, provided
of course that the article is fully credited

- I win be requesting publishers to
include the address of our Membership
Secretary in any future reprint

However, the real benefit has not yet
happened during my term as Editor.
The most ideal situation would be for
an exchange of material with foreign
language publications. These could then
be translated and reprinted to our
mutual advantage, maybe we shall be
hearing from our friends in the German

Isociety ?
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BIZARRE EFFECTS
WITHANAEOLIAN
Mechanical music is to be featured in a
majorTV frlm, "PoorLittle Rich Girl"-the
life story of Barbara Hutton, grand-
daughter and heiress of Frank W.
Woolworth. The film, being made by ITC
will be screened on American TV in 3 two-
hour episodes this Autumn. British viewers
will have to wait a little longer for a
screening by ITV. The frlm which includes
an extraordinary mechanical music
sequence, is based closely on the book of
the same name by C. David Heymann and
is published in England in both hard and
soft back by Hutchinson Publishing Group,
London Wl. The source of information on
the report that follows is directly attributed
to this publication and gratefully acknow-
ledged. The paragraph in italics is a
quotation from it's author.

Barbara Hutton lived a fairytale exis-

For the filming of Barbara Hutten's life story, the fireplace in the library at
Ilighclere Castlg Newbury, England was disguised with the help of a little
scenery, as a case for an Aeolian pipe orgarl The console sitting on a boardedover
hearth came from Napton Nickelodeon

tence, a life beyond realiW. With the
wealth inherited from her father Frank
Woolwort[ she spent her fortune friviously.
Despite her casual extravagance, her
wealth, accumulated from the Woolworth
empire grew faster than her spending
ability.

Barbara was born in 1912. In her teens
she was not only the most havelled young
lady in New York society but also the most
talked about She was perpetually at the
sharp end of the journalists' pencils.
Society gossip columns bristled with
rumour, speculation and sensation. For
instance; the New York Times published
an editorial condemning Barbara's lavish
expenditure on the occasion of her 22nd
birthday party at the Paris Ritz, claimed to
have cost between $10,000 and $50,000,
drawing a parallel between her life-style



Amid tighhing flashes a ghostly efiry
of the composer R. Wagner appeam
through the organ casework

and the low wages paid to employees of
the Woolworth company. In fac! every
little detail of her life made the press, her
behaviour, her whereabouts, her lovers,
her husbands, her divorces and her
demise. Even after her death in 1979 her
legend lives on. Barbara's life story is not a
happy one, it is hagically sad. Even if she
was the richest woman in the world, no
amount of money could buy the happiness
she was so constantly denied.

Fifty years of sensational newspaper
inuendo have covered the glossy side of
Barbara's life . . . but now author C. David
Heymaru:r has pieced together the unseen
private life, by writing this biography.
Before herdeath C. DavidHeymann made
many lengthy tape recorded interviews.
Later he went through a hunk load of
Barbara Hutton memorabilia including
Barbara's own notebooks. This gripping
adventure of frue fantasy "Poor Little
Rich Girl" has now been published in
England and film rights have been acquired
by tTC of America. The film which bears
the same title as the book is currently in
production on both sides ofthe Atlantic. A
Iavish big budget epic designed with
spectacular settings with no expense
spared to capture an atmosphere as near
to real life as possible.

Your Editor has been involved with the
opening sequences as a technical advisor
to the film and Napton Nickelodeon's
Aeolian pipe organ was hired for the most
bizarre demonstration of mechanical music
imaginable.

According to David Heymarur's book,
one of Barbara's first memories was of
Winfield Hall, a large mansion on the north
shore of t ong Island. After her mothers
suicide, five year old Barbara was taken
there and put in her grandfathers care.
These were the twilight years for 64 year

old Frank Woolworttu the tycoon whose
store had changed the nerchandising face
of America. By rnw age and illttcss had
tahcn its toll weahenfury his brcad frarne
atd whirznilW his ruddy face Onc of his few
plcosures left in life wos in his musi.c mom-
a lnrge Aeoliut orgon Barbara could
rcmcrnber t]rc bizarre stght of "Woolly" in
his mtsic roorn wlwre lw sat for hotts ol tlw
cornolz of his "fauourite tay" a $100,000
Aeolist Shfumer mantal plnyer pipe orgott
At t],e flfuk of a switrh tlrc rcorn wouW be
pWed itto dan*ness After a serics of
syntlntic l@hnhg flnshes, the musir wotld
butst forth ottd, a phkish/atnber gbw would
ilh.milnle he high ceilittg, grdnlly Aning
tngree4 to dcepmauag the colnwsuarying
ond, clwrgitq with trc sweepittg torrcs of tlw
compositinn Wilh euery new pi,ece of musir
a phanlunagorbd portait of ilw composer
wu)d. slawly rise up ftom tfu dnrkncss and
be reflccted agafuBt a specin)ly dcsigncd
sueen Astfu inexhnustiblc srpplyof musir
rclls plnyed. o4 Woohtorth would slifu his
fiitgers acrcss tltc silent kqboard

Surrounded by synthetic lightning
flashes an ageing Frank Woolworth
played by veteran actor Burle Iveg
dernonstrates the Aeolian organ, t,o
his young granddaughter, played by
Swedish achess Matilda Johanasson

These early childhood memories are
somewhat exaggerated, either that or
we've all missed a mysterious delight fmm
the Aeolian stable ! Flashing lights, pop-up
images! No wonder it cost $100,000
(about €25,000 - the larger Welte organ
installed in England at Sir David Sobnan's
house at around this time cost 93,000).

The Aeolian-Skinner link-up cnme in
1936, after the collapse of the Aeolian
Company. Skirmers were not producers of
mechanically played instuments. They
produced pipe organs for large hals and
churches. Skinners bought the insolvent
Aeolian company in America for a nominal
strm (in the same way Alfred Davies in
Northampto4 England bought the English
interests). Heymann pre-empted the take-
over by 20 years! A forgiveable error as
the story does not involve the Aeolian
company. Whatever happened to this
remarkable instrument? Perhaps our
American friends lsrow further details or
specifications?

The location chosen for this [,ong Island
setting was Highclere Castle, Nr. Newbury,
Berkshire, England. 19 lorry loads of
props and equipmentwere sentthere with
a production team of over 100. I

MECHANICAL
MUSIC MEDICINE !

PedaW a pi,an ola keeps you fit
- ind.fuatcs this exbart of a recenl
report from st Maftlww's Hospi-
tal Stnffordshire.

The pianola for which we have a large
mrmber of rolls was donated to us by the
relatives of a patient who died some
months ago at this hospital having
originally come to this hospital in the
late 50's. He seems to have served in the
Army during the First World War and
during that time suffered shrapnel
wounds and bulletwounds to his legs. It
appears that eitler as the result of the
bullet wounds, or, as he told me, as a
result of close proximity to a land mine
explosion, his leg and lnee joints were
fairly badly injured.

Whilst recuperating, the Doctors at
that time advised him that he needed to
keep his joints and legs exercised, and
tlrat using a pianola was one of the
methods recommended to him. At any
rate he certainly acquired his Rusalo
pianola some time afber this period and
it must have served him extremely well,
since he was still walking up to 2 days
before his death at the age of 97 !

Certainly this is not so far as I am
aware, a cornmon therapeutic device in
viewof the linited availabilityof pianolas
at the very least Since this is not an
orthopaedic hospital, I do not krow
whether this has occuned in other cases
but I must admit that our Senior
Physiotherapist is quite interested in
using the pianola if this should be
possible - for both lemedial exercise
andentertainmentofthepatients. I

THUN
DREHORGAL

FESTTVAL
Your Editor repofting

fiom Switzerla.nd
Not even perpehral rain falling over much
of this three day event could dampen the
organ grinders spirits, at the Fifth hter-
national Stneet Organ Festival held at
Thun 17th to the 19th July. But the
inclement weather did send the grinders
scurrying for sheltered pitches resulting in
many of the thrce hundred participants
bunching together under the best covered
areas. The seven man organising committee,
including Chdstof Brechbuhl, son of the
late Heinrictr, had provided a firll programme
for both grinders and the public, which
started on Friday with the participants
playmg music tlroughout the day, in the
picturesque old town of Thun The rain
stsrted falling in late afternoon and
continued tluoughout most of Sahrrday.
The open air entertainment provided by
artists from Olympia Circus was severely
curtailed by the rairl but did evenhrally
take place in late evening. By this time
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most of the organ grinders who were not
still playing had made their way to the Bier
Keller resenred for participants. Earlier in
the day a contingent of grinders had made
a circular tour of lake Thun, some with
organs, but all in veteran motor cars. The
parade calling at towns around the lake
was Ied by vintage fire engines. The
leading engine being a Rolls-Royce, no
less.

On Sunday, with the rain just about
holding off, another group of grinders set
off with their inshuments for a hip around
the lake, but this time by boaL Several of
the organ grinders were well known
members of our Society. Hank Waelti with
his 44 key, seven hrne barrel organ, made
by Gavioli of Paris in 1860. Peter
Schr:nhknecht, with a brand new 31 note
organ just completed by him. Josef Raffin,
with his new 31 key, eighty four pipe, multi
register organ, including hr:mpet reeds,
playrng music from Rossini -very impres-
sive ! AJso present were Elizabeth Woodtli,
Kurt Matter and Ursula Reusser, all of
whom attended the Musical Box Society
of GB organ grind last September at
Windsor. Only one regishation appeared
from England, Geoff and Pegry Alford,
although during the three day event I
failed to spot them.

One outstanding insfrument (Regrs-
tration number 279) was a Bacigalupo
Sohne barrel organ with trumpet reeds,
this insfrument was heard playing "Blue
Spanish Eyes" and "The Last Waltz (win
be forever)" a splendid arrangement by
Max Gewecke.

The organisers were overwhebned with

A new organ in the traditional style
based on a Carl Frei desigrr, built in
1984 by Frederik Keller of Waldkir,ch.
The instrument has 47 keys (keyless)
8 bass, 1O accompanirnent,20 melody,
2 snare and I bass drurn The r,egister
includes 136 pipes, stoppered flutes
and celeste flute, violirU clarion, double
mouthed cello, with contra bass and
Octave.

applications and many had to be turned
away. There were some deterrnined not to
miss the occasion who played there
unofhcially.

Thunis atown where the organ grinders
seem never to sleep. The melodious
sounds of their music can always be heard
well into the early hours. Thrce hours after

the closure of the Festival the organs were
still playing, "we are just getting started
said one," apparently prepared to stay
there until winter.

The next Organ Festival to take place in
Switzerland will be at Winterthur on Stlr-
6th and 7th November and is being
organised by Regula Wieser. I

Langauge difficulties prevented my obtaining a description of this 46 note roll
operated r,eed organ

American Musical Box Meeting
Escapes Tornado

Yotr Editor reporting fum tfu USA

The convention of the Musical Box
Society International held jointly with the
Automatic Musical Instruments Collectors'
Association, which took place on 22nd/
26th July, narrowly escaped disaster when
a tomado swept through the twin towns of
Mirmeapolis and Saint Paul, leaving houses
wrecked and cars submerged by the flash
floods that followed.

Convention members in the 25 story
Radisson Hotel were evacuated as the
storm came. The thunderstorm, claimed
to be the worst this cenh:ry in Saint Paul,
stuck at a time when 600 mechanical
music lovers were takinga boathip ontwo
Mississippi stem-drive paddle-wheel boats.
As the Mississippi grew angry each craft
was anchored until the tornado had
passed. Delegates arri*ring back at ttre
Radisson, wet but still in good humour,
soon realised from television pichrres of
the devastating floods, that riding on a
Mississippi river-boat was probably the
safestplace to be duringthe storrn. During
the rest of the convention the subject of
the storm was an equally as great a topic as
the mechanical music itself. Barry Johnson,
the Stella disc cutter, was seen in a T-shirt
bearing the slogan "I survived the
Mississippi river-boat hip."

The other and greater highlight of the
meeting was billed as the nations first ever
Street Organ Festival where 25 or so organ
grinders gathered with their inshuments
in down-town Rice Park One could not
help noticing how the American instru-
ments played music in a lively - beat the
drum - bang the gong - happy style. All
arounci there was an ahosphere as if the
circus had arrived in town. In fact it almost

had, for here we learned the Angelo Rulli
editor of the MBSI Technical Bulletin, a
main organiser of this convention had
recently quit his job as a pnobation ofFrcer
to become a circus actor, taking his sheet
organ into the ring where he is lsrown as
the Mechanical Maesho.

By now Saint Paul had dried out and by
conhast was now enjoying its hottest heat-
wave for many years. With temperahrres
in the 90's credit must be given to the
hand-operated organ grinders who swel-
tered for 2 days and to Hawey Roeht
feah:red in Summer 1986 edition of Music
Box, who played his calliope by hand
virtually for the festivals whole duration

During the conventiorq Q. David Bowers
gave an envious talk on how during the
earlier years of mechanical music collect-
ing, he managed to hack down and buy
mainly large European orchestrions. The
workshop presenters included at least 2
figureheads well krown in Eulope. Arthur
Prinsen was leading a discussion of the
procedures used for making book music
and Ralph Heintz, our new Vice-President
was honouring mechanical music in a wide
variety of musical scores by renowned
composers.

The meeting was arranged by the
Snowbelt Chapter and provided great
pleasure and a great experience in visiting
amusical box convention in a town of great
contrast - hot summers and long bitterly
cold winters. During last years cold
weather, the worlds largest Ice Palace was
built, but I guess that it's melted by

Due to shortage of space photographs
will appear in the nert edition I
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SOCIETY
TOPICS

INFOR]VIAL MEETING
NOTTINGIIAM

An informal meeting for members of
the Societywill be held on Saturday
24th October 1987 from 2.3opm
to 6.(X)pm at 2O Hallams Lane,
Chilwell, Beeston, Nottingham
NGs 6FIL TeL (O6o2) 254142.

My collection of Snuff-Boxes and
Singing Bird Boxes will be on view
and it would be nice if members
would bring some small items of
their own to show. Tea will be
served.

Would members intending to come
advise me by letter or telephone
some little time in advance and I can
then let them know how to get here.
As space is limite4 it is possible
that some late applicants might
have to be refused- Robert BurnetL

SI.]MMER MEETING
Saturday 6th June 1987

by Reg Mayes

Our venue for this meeting was at the
prestigious Banqueting Suite at the Oval
Cricket Ground in london. This was achieved
through the good ofEces of our Recording
Secretary, Sue Holden. A hundred people
attended.

The technical talks were opened by
Richard Cole, a stalwart of Frank Holland's
Musical Museum at Brentford. His title was
'Sounds interesting'all about organ pipes. It
could have been subtitled'Looks Interesting'
because he provided his own closed circuit
television, to ensure that all the audience
could see all that was to be seen.

Richard told us that he got the 'bug' when
he was sixteen, when he bought his first
Pianola for €1 from a Scouts Jumble Sale. In

the 1970's he used to attend Mary Bolton's;
the renowned piano dealer at Brighton. His
interest later turned to organs.

Richard's demonstration included pipes
of a size ranging fromYz" to about nine feet
long. We were shown the difference between
the beating reed, as used generally in the
larger organs and free reed which is generally
used in accordian and mouth organs.

Instead of blowing his own trumpet,
Richard did blow his own pipes, to demon-
strate the various sound of pipes with the
same fundamental note but having different
tones due to the various constructions, which
can also affect the power of the note. To
illustrate his point further he showed some
slides of the pipes from the Wurlitzer at
Brentford.

We were told that there is still no scientific
understanding why it is that air crossing the
'mouth' of the pipe, causes the note that it
does, although the application of'cheeks' to
either side of the mouth would be acknow-
ledged to increase the 'purity' of the note.
Overblowing was demonstrated to hear how
it considerably distorted the note or produced
a note an octave higher. Two physically
similar pipes, one with its end stoppered,
were blown, the stoppered one giving a note
about half the frequency of the open pipe.

So once more we all learnt a loL Those who
wanted to leam more pursued Richard in the
ensuing break for coffee.

The next man into bat was our old friend
and professional Jim Colley who comes in
fiom the West and who bowled us all over by
taking an unfamiliar, unnamed 12 inch
cylinder box to pieces, including the spring
from the barrel, in frfbeen minutes. This
timing was achieved although he had to stop
every now and again to put items on close-up
under the video camera operated by Richard
Cole. After removing the 'works' from the
case, he placed the screws in holes in a piece
offlat cardboard to ensure that they could go
back into their original positions. Jim next
released the energy from the spring by using
a dentist's old pick to lift the 'click' and
gradually let down the spring. He then
removed the barrel and placed in a spring
removing device which did not distort the
spring. He then went on to the comb, again
making sure that he had a record of what
screw came from where by the use of a piece
of card. As one of his asides he said that it
was well worth while having a complete set of
screwdrivers to suit the width and contours
of the slots for each type of screw head so
that they are less likely to become damaged.
To lift the comb, with its locating pins offthe
base, he said that the manufacturer usually

Jim Colley dismantles a cylinder
musical box, aided by Richard Cole
with a t.v. relay.

made gaps in the comb base into which a

screwdriver could fit so enabling one to force
up the comb. At this point a cursory
assessment of the dampers would be made.
The cylinder itself was then taken out
wrapped in newspaper. A tip for removing
the pinion from the arbor was to use a ball
joint puller, which could be bought from
Halfords for a few pounds. The cleaning of
the cylinder wor:ld be best achieved by
spinning it in a lathe and applying a

proprietary cleaner, such as Goddards Long
Term with a narrow bristle brush. When the
polish had dried it was removed by firrther
bnrshing and will maintain the shine for a

considerable length of time. Before returning
the cylinder to the box it would be necessary
to straighten any pins that were out of
alignment, because just a few thousandth of
an inch would make the difference between
the pin engaging the tooth in the middle, the
edge or even missing it altogether. Care must
also be talen to ensure that all the pins have
the same angle of approach to the teeth, i.e.,
radial (straight) or bent. The last items to be
removed in this'over'were the governor and
the stop/go mechanisms. Jim said here thatif
one found that the vanes of the governor
were loose, tapping them near the spindle
would tighten them sufficiently.

Our President Jon Gresham expressed
our thanks and appreciation to each speaker
after their performance for they were cer-
tainly both entertaining and very instructive.
We had Richard with his cheer{ul London

Dates for your diary
1lth - 13th September, 1987:- Autumn Meeting and Annual Organ Grind,

Cirencester.
(See Volume 13, Number 2 for details).

24th October, 1987:- Informal Meeting at Dr. Robert Burnett's
home in Nottingham.
(Details in Society Topirs, in this issue).

5th December, 1987:- Christmas Meeting, The Banqueting Suite,
Oval Cricket Ground, Kennington, London.
(Detaik in the rwxt issue).

This programme ma)/ be subject to alteration.
Richard Cole.
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accent and high tech supportfollowed by Jim
with his West Country brogue, dry humour
and dazzling dexterity. As Jon said, it always
amazes him how at our meetings members
are prepared to display their professional
expertise and lmowhow without reserve.

After a buffet and liquid refreshment we
reassembled to take part in the auction, with
the hammer in the safe hands of Christopher
Proudfoot of Christie's fame, backed by a
team of'fielders and scorers' to the good
effect of 94,126 of which the Society receives
l0% for its funds.

This meeting was definitely the last
meeting organised by Alan and Daphne
Wyatt and what a good 'knock' it was. Our
thanks and appreciation are due to these
stalwarts who have spent long hours behind
the scenes, all to our benefit in making aI the
arrangements for our meetings and visits
over the last six years. Alison Biden takes up
the baton, I am sure that we all wish her the
very best for the fuhre. I

Report of the
ANI\UAL GENERAL MEETING

Saturday 6th June 1987
at'The OvaI Kenningtoq London

by John Phillips

The Minutes of the A.G.M. held on 6th
June 1986 were adopted and there were
no matters arising.

The President said he had nothing to
report save of course to thank the com-

mittee and Society members who had
helped to run the Society over the last
year.

The Tl.easurer submitted his report and
concluded that the year had not been a
bad one for the Society and that he
expected next year to be even better.

The Editor in his report said that he
would welcome more conhibutions from
the membership especially in this the
Society's Jubilee Year. The Chrishnas
Edition of "The Music Box" would be a
special enlarged "Jubilee Issue".

The Membership Secretary reported a
steady increase in new member enrol-
ments, up from 71 last year to 109 this
year.

The Subscription Secnetary was pleased
to report that in contrast with the last four
years membership was now increasing and
curently stood at 817 paid up members.

The Meetings Secretary said he was
retiring at this A.G.M. and thanked all
those who had made this and all previous
meetings so interesting and successful. He
particularly thanked his wife Daphne for
her help and support and wished his
successor ever/ success in the future.

Reports were also given by the Corres-
pondence Secretary, the Auction
Organiser and the Archivist, the latter
reporting an increase of 39 new items
received into the archives-

All the Officers reports were adopted.

The election of officers took place in
accordance with the Constitution. as
follows:

Presi.dtnt : John Gresham-

We- F're sidert: Ralph Heintz.
(Steve Ryder expressed his wish to
retire).

Tfeosurer: Bob Holden

Editor: Graham Whitehead.

Archiaist: Peter Howard.
Meetitr4s Secretoty: Alison Biden.

(Alan Wyatt expressed his wish for a
change of duties).

Membership Secreta4t: Alan Wyatt
(Reg Waylett expressed his wish to
retire).

Conespnderrce Seueta4t: Roger Kempson

Rccordhry Secetary: John Phillips.
(Sue Holden Retiring).

Auctian organiser: Roger Kempson.

Committee Members: Reg Waylett
Reg Mayes
Chris ProudfooL

The President concluded by thanking the
retiring offrcers and committee members
for their hard work in the past and made
special mention of Steve Ryder and also
Sue Holden for aranging the splendid
venue at 'The Oval. I

JOE PETTITT at Bridgebarn

COI N.OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA
PLUS MANY OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND MECHANICAL ITEMS

Antiques
olall

descriptions

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX.

Telephone: Wickford (0268) 763500 & 7gdgg4.
44 CIher dealers in four buildings (ideal for the ladies to browse!)
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GETTING
STARIED
Collecting Musical Boxes
An article for the novice collector by John Powell

with an introduction by your Editor.

It was in 1971 when I made my first visit to that enchanting and
dramatically mountainous county, Switzerland - until then I
had no interest in mechanical music. My only encounters with
musical boxes were as childs toys and a low cost jewellery box
that I had once bought for my wife as a girl friend in the fifties.
Like every other tourist I could not resist bringurg back a
modem souvenir musical box-

Tlavelling tbrcugh London on our way home atthe end of our
Swiss holiday, I stopped to peep into a shop window. There to
my anazement was a musical bor But it was different foom the
one I had just bought This one was a giant by comparisoq a
cylinder of at least 12" b:ut not only that, there were bells and
butterflies and the case was ahnost as big as a sewing machine.

With a price tag of around €50 I simply had to buy it, even
though it was not working. I got it home and looked at it
earefirlly. What was I going to do with it? What needed to be
done to it? Who was going to do it? One thing was pretty
obvious - the spring needed repairing.

On my next visit to London I called at a musical box dealer. I
don't remember how I found him, but I tlrink it may have been
t}rough an advertisement in a Sunday paper, or in Exchange &
MarL He blinded me with science, frightened me with figures
and I departed with the box under my arm, still at a loss to lcrow
what to do. I did however mnke one sensible decisiorl I bought
from the dealer a copy of Arthur Ord-Hume's book "Collecting
Musical Boxes and how to Repair them".

Now isn t this how all c.ollections start - in a mysterious haze
which never quite clears until a few expensive mistakes have
been made.

A benefitof membership of the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain is the opportunity for the novice collector to learn from
the more experienced members, many of the facets of musical
box and mechanical music collecting.

With this in mind I am asking established collectors to write
about their experiences and to outline basic information in a
none too technical form, so that the newer would-be cpllectors
that are just getting started, can benefit from the experience of
others.

In this first article, John Powell our Adve$ising Manager'
sets out some of the hints to help avoid the piffalls of "Getting
start€d'' 

Gratnm whirelrcod

Getting Start€d
I was asked recently if I would urite something on music

boxes which would be a sort of "do's and don'ts" or "hints and
tips" for the more recently joined members of the Society who
might not yet have become familiar with the various aspects of
acquiring, keeping and building up a collection of musical
boxes. Having given this some thought, made several false
starts and had a good look at what I have acquired over the
years, I am of the opinion that I should be the last person to give

advice on this subject If our more experienced and lmow-
me through those aspects
erhaps stating the obvious,

you may also ruefirlly smile with me at memories most of us

have of mistakes made whilst putting the collection together.
If one intends to become a serious collector, I wor:ld suggest

that a valuable principle should be, never be afraid of making a

mistake in buying something that' to you, may be a desirable
addition to the collection. One can work on a calculator juggling
with the previous catalogue results to reach a "cotrect"
maximum price that one should pay but it is difficult to put a
value on the desirability factor of a particular item. I have
bought things I shouldn't and have paid too much for pieces in
the excitement of the saleroom. An early lesson was don't bid
for anything you haven't previously seen at the view. At one of
our local sales I had already bought the desk I wanted when a

small box I hadn't seen was held up which appeared to play
exceptionally well. Thoughts of sectional comb and early Nicole
came to mind 0 had recently read about these in a book) ! so I
got it for f,4. My anticipation turned to dismay when I found it
was a very modern one and when I put it into another saleroom
some months later together with other mistakes and unwanted
bric-a-brac. it sold for 98. On another occasion, I bought a small
symphonion disc bor for approximately twice its curent value
which made me doubt my sanity at the time, yet something like
six months later, these were selling in excess of that figure. The
point I try to make is thal mistakes like these need not always be
expensive and it is generally pride that is hurt more than the
pockeL

The Early Yeare
When I first started collecting musical boxes in 1974, the

choice both in quantity and quality was wider than it is now
although it was sigrrificantly less than it appeared twelve years
previously when this societ5r was formed- Even allowing for this
change, I don t think the general attihrde of new collectors now
will have changed very much from new collectors then, although
higher cost now may have a considerable effect on quantity
acquired- Most serious collectors who look back to their earlier
days, I think" will recogrrise a change in emphasis in what is
acquired. The tendency is generally to start by buying up
anything that comes along and after experiencing the pleasure

of owning these, perhaps particular types or formats appeal
more than others and the pattern or shape of the collection
begins to appear. One will gradually become more discerning
and selective about what is required to complete the collection
although to many, a collection can never be complete. However'
it is at that stage that someone will possibly ask you to write or
talk about your ostn experiences of collecting musical boxes ! !

During the formative years of the Society, several books on
collecting and restoring were published and the articles that
were written on the care and restoration of musical boxes were
many and varied. The emphasis on these aspects has changed
over the yearc as peoples specific interests and skills have also
changed and the basic principles now tend to get overlooked
amongst the discussions on such things as the geomehy of
combs, pins and cylinders, the theory of funing scales and the
music played.

Whilst not intending to discuss methods of repair, it is
necesa4/ to understand the cost or consequence of buying a box
with various defects in it This is admirably done in what
possibly was the earliest guide for repairers C. H. Jacots "How
to repair musical boxes" being a practical instruction to
watchmakers. This was published in New York and is dated
1890 (Third Edition). C. H. Jacot is possibly best remembered
for his invention of a patented safety check in association with
Louis Jaccard. This booHet details all possible faults although
some are not immediately obvious until the movement is
dismantled. The book includes a classical picture of a "run" in
pFogress, the astonished repairer holding a screwdriver in one

hand and surrounded by a cloud of flying teeth from a
movement he is attending to. It appea$ to be a two comb
sublime hannony movement and looks remarkably like some of
the "disasters" that I have ended up with.

Modern Publications
Another source of information regarding the care of the

music box is of course, our ownjournal. I have been fortunate
enough to get all but one or two copies of back nunbers and
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have found it an "Alladins cave" of informative articles over the
years and have made a start in catalogueing these articles for
easy reference. It will probably be expensive to acqute these
now but I recommend it as a major source of information

Tbo books published very close to each other in f967/68
were Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume's "Collecting Musical Boxes
and How to Repair them" and Graham Webbs "The Cylinder
Musical Box Handbook'. These are also valuable sources of
infornation regarding care and repair aspects. In passing,
Graham Webbs cylinder box book was the first I acquired after
buying my first musical box and there are two aspects of it that I
would like to record. Firstly he made repairing sound so easy
that I bought up in my earlier years, a large nunber of badly
broken but interesting movements which I was quickly going to
put right before I realised the full implication of this policy.
Secondly, having made it sound easy, one is encouraged into
starting work and possibly developing repair techniques which
one wouldn't have done if all pidalls and problems had been
lmown about beforehand. Other authors of musical box works
are J. E. T. Clarke, David Tallis, Mosoriak and of course
David Q. Bowers Encylopedia of Mechanical Musical Instru-
ments, all of which should be acquired by the serious collector.
My sincere apologies to those authors whom I have forgotten
and have missed out

What to look out for
The question, What should one look out for? when setting

out to buy a box is perhaps independent of how much you want
it. A decision about value is easier to make if one lnows both the
shortcomings and advantages of it. Most boxes are relatively
simple and can be subdivided into the case, motor, comb,
cylinder and governor.

Cases are possibly one of the component parts that can be
tackled by most people and with a little patience, produce a
satisfactory result Missing veneer can be replaced quite easily
if one has a stock of bits and pieces sufEcient to get a reasonable
match- Bad woodworm can be restored by hardening sponry
patches of the case but I have found myself that I cannot
completely get rid of the evidence of holes in the veneer.
Howeverwell matched repairs are, in time, the new and the old
change differently in colour and I think one has to live with the
shortcomings of this. Broken hinges, missing locks, lid stays,
inner glass lids, missing partitions and split bottoms could also
be minor drawbacks but all will require time, and perhaps
money, to replace.

The condition of the spring motor can be a little diffrcult to
verifu sometimes if it is not working. The spring will most likely
be broken but does on occasions, get unhooked from the barrel
or arbor anchor. Most springs can be replaced by material close
to original size but compromises sometimes have to be made.
The geneva stop (what a lovely name for a component) is
frequently missing and it is an essential to ensure even playing
of the music. This should always be replaced if missing.
Damaged gear teeth will probably need replacing by inserts in
the damaged area and recutting the teeth. If badly worr\ some
bearings in spring case and arbor brackets may require
rebushing but are quite tolerant of wear.

The only obvious fault with the cylinder will be loss of pins or
one tunes pins badly bent indicating a possible run As a rough
guide, loss of pins will not be significantly noticeable in most
popular hrnes if less than L0% are missing although in some
hDes, one missing pin can cause a sharp intake of breatlr- The
cost of repinning cylinders is advertised and has to be
considered if a sigaificant amount of damage is evidenL If a box
has been left in the hot sun at any time, the "wax" can be
softened and fall away from the cylinder and can solidifo on the
spindle and prevent the hrne changer from operating. Again not
immediately obvious but worth checking. Light taps along the
cylinder with a pencil point will indicate any hollow areas. If a
box has suffered a run and one tune is lost the snail cem has
sometimes been altered to play the preceeding tune twice thus
avoiding the "silent" tune which has been de-aged. A good look
at the snail will confum it's integrity.

The comb is possibly the most expensive part to repair.
There are many restorers who will do this but at a cost which if

more than say seven or eight teeth are required will not make
the box a commercial proposition to do at this time. Dampers
are another aspect of comb repair although the condition can
usually be seen by use of a torch when srsmining them. Many
restoners only undertake comb work as part of a total overhaul
but there are some who will deal with combs seperately. The
hrning of new teeth can sometimes be rlifficult to determine
although some comb bases are marked showing the format of
tuning. Some are not marked and it can be costly if the cylinder
has to be analysed to determine which notes the missing teeth
were hrned to. Norrnally, one can only discover whether a base
is marked or not by removing the comb from the bedplate.

The endless scnew or fly and its wheel are usually fairly well
wom and wom pivots will cause slow starting, will require
assistance to start and cause excessive noise while rururing
through poor meshing of the gearing. There are several
repairers who will do governor overhauls including replacement
parts where necessar5r and the difference that a new endless will
make to the performance is very satisfactory. In passing, there is
a commonly held belief that the instant stop fitted to some of
the earlier machines was provided for the percon who did the
final adjusbnent to the movement. I take no credit for the
following hypothesis but agree wholeheartedly with iL Adjust-
ments would probably have been made with the movement
outside the box so that the instant stop lever would not have
been necessary as a finger in the fly will allow better conbol As
the earlier boxes tended to be long playing, the Victorian father,
on entering the room when the box was being played, would
demand instant attention He would not be prepared to wait
until it reached the end of the tune hence the provision of the
silencer (other theories considered with interest).

Tbansporting Boxes
Damage can be caused to pins, dampers and teeth if the box

plays while being hansported so care should be taken to avoid
this happening. Ideally, the spring should be let down to the
limit of the geneva stop. You will then be able to feel the
slackness in the gear hain tlrough the whole movement. If this
cannot be done, most people will put a twist of paper t}rough
the wings of the fly to prevent it turning. Even so, the movement
should be run down as far as possible before being transported.
If any adjustments are necessary to the govemor then the
spring must always be let down by means of its ratchets onto the
stop before anything is done. If you have respect for the box,
you will even do this before adjusting the wings to regulate the
speed. Failure to take these precautions can be much more
costly than paymg a high price for ones box.

failpiece
When listening to a tune being played, many will listen for its

faults such as squeaking dampers rather than the tune itself.
With practice and imagination, even though the movement may
be badly worr! one can appreciate the inherent qualiff behind
the buzzing, clanking and clicking that sometimes accompanies
the perforrnance although the abiliff to do this may be the
difference between being an optimist or pessimist.

Whether you are building up your collectiorq rationalising it
or disposing of parts of il I can recommend advertising in the
Journal. Many advertisers have had good results recently and
by using a box number, you remain anonyrnous for security or
any other personal reasons.

WAI\TED
WARWICK DISTRICT COUNCIL

require 3 Organ Grinders with
instruments to play in Leamington Spa

on Saturday 21st November 1987
S4O attendance fee

appl)': G. Whitehead Editor of Music Box

T
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Venues'with Mechnnical Mwic - 3
WATERIVIOUTH CASTI-,E

by'Graham Whitchead

Waterrnouth Castle offers fun and entertainment for all the
farnily. It is situated midway between Ilfracombe and Combe
Martin in the parish of Berrynarbor, overlookingthe picturesque
harbour and rugged coastline of North Devon. The castle as

seen today was built by a David Basset and completed in
t825.

For the discerning visitor who relishes in historical facl it is
worth noting that the Bassets are recorded in the Domesday
Book as having come to Britain with William the Conqueror.
The Bassets owned extensive lands and property, much of it
bestowed upon them by gratefirl Monarchs for services to the
Crown.

In 1946 the last of the Basset family left Watermouth, the
castle was purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Black In spite
of their efforts to restore the estate to its fonner glory, crippling
rates and taxation defeated them. It subsequently passed into
the hands of Mr. and Mrs. Brain, who for a ryhile opened the
castle to the public.

The castle then lay idle until 1977 when it was purchased by
the present owners Richard and Antje Haines and family, who
after extensive renovations to the near derelict buildings have
again opened it to the public and hansformed the upper floors
into luxurious self-catering holiday apartrnents. At first the
basement and cellarage areas were converted into small antique
craft and souvenir shops and let off during the busy tourist
season, but after the first years hading Richard Haines realised
that the basement could be put to a betber use. It has now been
transforrned into a minature "Disneyland". Simply dozens of
automatgd figures dance, sing and enchant the many thousands
of visitors who pass through this premier tourist attraction of
North Devon Both young and old watch in awe as the moving
fairytale scenes of G L lliver, Hansal and Gretal Snow White and
a dozen other facets of fantasy perform.

Richard Haines has inhoduced to the castle a bit of
everything, with quite a big bit of mechanical music. On payrng

ones admission at the reception deslg an original Devon cider
barrel large enough to accommodate, ticket machine, telephone
table and cashier. one enters the Great Hall with its fine Devon
marble fireplace. However, ones attention is quickly distracted
as to the left is the Music Room with fine plasterwork ceiling
and tapestry rail Here there are continuous demonstrations of
mechanical musical instruments and automata, proving to be of
great fascination to the general public and interesting too for the
mechanical music enthusiast as the collection includes a Mills
Violano Virtuoso, an Encore Banjo, a wall mounted 197e"
Polyphon and a grand piano which appears to have a
Tliphonola action.

Sixty people can be accommodated in this room for a slick,
brash, "sock it to em" presentation from castle owner Richard
Haines. Not quite the style to impress collectors, but the sixty or
so visitors who enter every twenty minutes, during peak season
absolutely love it The analytical onlooker could easily be

convinced that Richard Haines is really a Music Hall actor
brought in to keep the crowds happy, not so - Richard Haines is
simply a first class showman bor:nding with energy and
enthusiasm. When he is not playing the role of an entertaining
presenter you will find him outside the castle entrance dressed
in firll Beefeater gear giving the passing tourists the big "come on".

This is not the only mechanical music in the castle, the
Haines family have recently had constructed an underground
theatre in which stands "Oscar" the 101 key Mortier organ
forrnerly at St. Albans Organ Museum. This is no ordinary
Mortier for its pneumatics have been adapted to conhol water
fountains and lighting effects and provides a fifteen minute
display that can only be described as magnificent. Watermouth
Castle has a lot of entertainment and interest to offer the West
Country visitor but in my mind if Watermouth Castle had
nothing apart from the Mortier and water fountains, then that
alone would make it worthy of a special hip - a most enjoyable
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Above: The music room at Watermouth Castle. Richard Haines demonstrates in the style of a Music Hall actor.

Below: "Osca.1' the 1O1 key Mortier organ with a water fountain display.



The Story
of a Musical
Engineer

by Mike Perrins

About a quarter of a century ago an
engineer at Vauxhall's works in Luton
approached one of his colleagues who
was known from his per{ormances as a
baritone soloist to be interested in
music and suggested that he might like
to buy a musical box. This suggestion
was taken up and the inshument changed
hands. Neither vendor nor purchaser
could have had any idea of the effect this
simple transaction was to have on the
latter's life for this was Bob Mirurey's
inhoduction to mechanical music. The
search for additional discs for this box.
for historical and technical information
and, inevitably, for further inshuments,
soon brought Bob into contact with a
number of dealers and collectors. He
also starbed attending steam rallies and,
while admiring the fair organs, felt that
they were too big for him to own and
manage and that it would be best for
him to stick to smaller instuments.

Bob applied his engineering skills and
expanded into new fields, particularly
woodwork, in restoring and maintaining
instruments both for his own collection
and for others. Numerically, the majority
of inshrrments he has worked on have
been disc boxes. As a sideline in this
field he and a friend built a machine for
stamping out the dampers which lie
under the combs. For a while these were
the only reliable new dampers available
and were even exported, though others
have appeared since. Only rarely has he
handled a cylinder box, usually when it
included an organ section

Among the rarer instruments he has
restored were a disc-playing piano
orchesfuion, a twin-disc 26in Fortuna
(with combs, organ and percussion)
about the size of an upright piano and a
Chordephon which Bob assembled
from a heap of parts and installed in a
suitably cut-about period table. This
was subsequently described as an origi-
nal instrument in one of the leading
textbooks.

Bob's own collection eventually came
to include all the 'standard' disc instru-
ments which collectors aim for: 19%in
and, 2 4thn P olyphons, 2 5 in Symphonion,
17%in Stella and 15%in and 27in
Reginas - the latter in both table and
upright models. He also has a barrel
piano orcheshion with unusual metal
cylinders instead of conventional barrels
and a few cylinder boxes, including a
Nicole Frirres Aramis Interchangeable.

The first organ Bob acquired was the
45-key barrel Gebriider Briider and this

Photographs by Mike Perri,ns.

was also the first item he exhibited on
the rally fields, mounted in a home-
made trailer and towed by his Morris
Oxford estate car. The organ came with
only one barrel of 9 tunes and Bob
seriously considered converting it to a
cardboard book operation. However,
Eric Cockayne persuaded him that if he
were to do anything he should make
another barrel After many trials and
fribulations and with assistance from
Mel Colebrook in a:ranging the music
and from the late Dennis Smith on
pinning, this was done. This must have
been the first fair organ barel pirured in
England for many years and the first one
pinned by an amateur. Atthe same time,
Bob added percussion to the organ,
working it from an extra key and
modifying the original barrel to play it.
Now that the display contains more
instruments we only hear the originat
barrel

The next item to be displayed waqthe
48-key barrel Imhof. This was builti
the early 1850s as a street organ with a
brrmpet rank with short resonators in
the usual place at the front In the early
1860s the trumpets were removed and
replaced by a rank of namow-scale
flutes, of full length, which stood up out
of the top of the case, almost doubling
the height of the organ. The whole
instrument was built into a larger, false
case and installed in a Scottish mansion.
At this stage eight new barrels were
provided, two of operatic arias and the
remainder mainly dance music. One, a
Scottish sequence dance, was pirured
helically and played continuously for
eight revolutions whereas the others
have eight individual tunes. The organ
appeared in an auction at Sotheby's and

the dealer who purchased it asked Bob
to fit the long pipes into the case and
then build a replica organ. The dealer
had never sold one with eight barrels
and intended to sell two with four each.
He soon added that he had a possible
purchaser for the Imhof. However, Bob
and his wife Daphne felt that they
simply could not let this one go and
persuaded him to change his mind, so
the organ and all eight barrels stayed
together. The Imhof travelled on its
back in the Morris Oxford (many of the
pipes were not glued in and tended to
shake out) with the large box, containing
four barrels, alongside. The smaller
boxes, containing one ba:rel each, went
on the roof rack.

Inevitably, the long journeys, for
example, to Stourpaine and Bishops
Castle. started to take their toll on the
poor old Morris, so the next step was the
purchase of the Volkswagen (VW) van,
which enabled Bob to display some of
his musical boxes as well as the two
organs. The Briider stayed in its trailer,
gradually becoming more woebegone
and eventually no longer waterproof.
The arrangements inside the VW varied
over the years. At fust, with only the
Imhof and three disc boxes, there was
room to carry antique tables to display
them on. However, with the addition of
more inshuments- two reed organettes
and the Tanzbar roll-playing accordion
- and their music, Bob had to make his
own demountable tables to save space.
The standard anangement eventually
became to display the 24r/zn Polyphon
(top haE only) inside the van with the
Regina and Stella outside on tables. The
organettes were on another table which
incorporated storage space for the
Cabinetbo rolls. The Imhof on its large
box brought up the rear. The three disc
boxes, because they were basically
indoor insbruments, needed amplification
to play outside. Bob used pick-ups (not
microphones) fitted to the woodwork
and linked to an amplifier which sat on
top of the Polyphorq standingup through
the sliding roof of the van.

Packing all this lot for a journey,
together with waterproof covers, gener-
ator, toolkil dog and often a second
passenger, was a work of arL For the
arurual visit to the Bear:lieu Fireworks
Fair the base for the Polyphon had to go
in as well as the collection appeared
inside the museum. This looked impres-
sive but made packing difficulL The
impossible seemed to have occurred
when Bob restored Norman Woodford's
54-key barrel Molzer and took it out
most memorably to Knowl Hill, where
the spectators watching the packing up
at the end of the rally seemed to
outnumber the audience during the day.
There were also the special occasions at
the St Albans museum when the rylinder
boxes or perhaps the organ clock came
along, but this involved leaving some of
the other items behind.

Fortenyears Bob carried on humping

Bob playing the Tanzbar.
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this lot in and out of the var! sometimes
several times in one day if it rained, and
setting up in some very awkward loca-
tions, such as one ofthe engine halls at
the Kew Bridge watenn'orks museum,
up a flight of steps with right-angled
hrms top and bottom. He also had an
awkward job at home, with a long walk
down the garden to take things into the
house. Obviously this could not go on for
ever and Bob spent some time consider-
ing the idea of a display van in which the
whole collection could stay all through
the summer.

He purchased a suitable vehicle, a
Luton-bodied Dodge varl in June 1984
and spent a year converting it for this
very special puq)ose. The main sfuuchral
work was to cut open the offside to make
hinged top and bottom doors 10ft 6in
long with a flat elliptical arch behind the
opening and hinged top flat at the back
of the vehicle to provide some shelter
when the back doors were open. Bob
then had to decide on the positions of all
the instruments, pick-ups, amplifier and
lights so he could put the wiring in
before anything else. Then he was able
to line the walls and ceiling with poly-
styrene for insulation, panel them in
plywood, paper them and apply imitation
moulded plaster coving and ceiling
cenhes. These are actually expanded
polypropylene (of a similar texture to
balsa wood). All this was done through
the long, cold winter and spring of
1984-5.

The first instn:ments were installed
in May in two rows, down the offside and
nearside of the vehicle. Starting from
the back, the nearside row consists of
the 24lLn Polypho4 now firlly built up
and with the amplifier in its base; the
Stella" on a wooden stand which covers
the wheel arch; and the Briider, which
has to stand with its back to the
audience to gve access to the handle.
The offside row starts with the Imhof.
followed by the Tanzbar, the Cabinetto
and the 27in Regina, with disc racks
hrcked into the front and back corners.

The bulkhead between the display
area and the cab needed special treat-
ment The upper sectiorg part of a
harrnonium case made to look like a
sideboard, is hinged to give access to the
'Luton'part of the body, over the cab.
This becomes a storage area during the
day and sleeping quarters at night The
lower part is panelled and mainly
covered in false book backs to give the
impression of full-depth shelves. One
shelf, however, achrally has to be full-
depth to provide space to display the 31
note organette. As this shelf projects
into the cab it has to be collapsible and
the organetbe has to go elsewhere while
travelling.

The first outing for the new outfit was
to a small event at Hemel Hempstead in
June. It rained interrnittently all afber-
noon, just the conditions which would
have been worst for the VW-based
display, but thjs did not affect the new

vehicle at all and Bob was able to play
without intemrption -. immediate justi-
fication for all that hard work The wet
summer of 1985 made Bob more than
thanlful that he had made this change
when he did- One thing I must make
clea-n the unpacking and repacking
before and after playing became little, if
any, quicker than with the VW as
instnrments still needed to be covered
and fastened down for the joumey.
However, the healy lifting was elimin-
ated, both at the event and upon
returning home.

Apart from taking out this display
Bob has been involved in otheractivities
using the Imhof- He has had numenous
bookings to attend receptions and
theatrical productions where a Victorian
afunosphere was required and has also
built up a regular series of charitable
street collections, mainly for the
NSPCC, which raise around 98,000
each year. In addition, there have been
special events at a number of places
Bob would othenrise never had the
opportunity of visiting, such as the
ballroom of the Dorchester Hotel the
summer 'Fetes Champetres' at
Mottisfont Abbey near Southampton
and, most recently, an evening in the
magnificent baroque receptions rooms
of West Park, near Bedford. r

This article originally appeared
in the 'Key Frame'.

The TYorld's only mobile Victorian music mom ?
Bob Minney's collection displayed in the Dodge van in 1985.
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A Musical
What ?

by Ted Brown

View of opened stereoscope showing
a slide in place.

It was one of those times when you are
never quite sure why you do some-
thing. The telephone rang as it
frequently does in our house and as
usual it was for me. A friend in the
Society had picked up a box that he
was interested in selling. Did I know
anyone who might be interested ? We
talked for a while and then he casually
mentioned that he had seen a musical
Stereoscope in a local Antique Shop
but felt the price was a bit high-

Closed stereoscope, general view.

Well I had heard of Stereoscopes
and think I had seen one or two in
vintage camera shops, but a musical
stereoscope ? My mind was working
overtime. Its acquisition must be
worth a bit of thoughl My wife would
hardly notice it on the shelf. It would
not look big enough to have cost very
muctr- My friend said he would get
more details for me and ring me back
the next evening. Sure enoug[ the
following night the telephone rang and
the details were carefully relayed-
It had the original tune sheel a
manufacturers trade sticker, played a
two tune album type movement and
was finished in a walnut veneer.

It was decision time. Yes I would
have it and my friend said he could
bring it to the next Society Meeting.
A few weeks later I was the proud
owner of another form of the manY
late Victorian Musical Novelties

The tune sheet has the J. Cuendet
monogram and there is a black and
red star shaped sticker with a lyre in
the top point and F. Conchon printed
across the middle. There is also a

Closeup of instruction sheet

small instruction sticker referring to
the movement. These are all on the
base. The movement which only has a
serial number and no other identifying
marks is fitted in a small wooden
compartment with glass fixed in its
top. It appears to have been fitted
after the box was made but before it
was sold- Did both movement makers
buy up a job lot of Stereoscopes,
convert them to play musical move-
ments and then sell them on ? PerhaPs
we will never know. Although both
men had factories in Switzerland,
Cuendetwas in Auberson and Conchon
was in Geneva

Its funny how this particular breed,
the collector, has these sudden rushes
of blood to the head" or is it intuition.
Whatever it is, having spent a couple
of evenings with some library books
and my camera, I am now able to give
you some idea of what a musical
stereoscope looks like, and for those

Closeup of Conchon'Sta1.

Base of stereoscope showing
J. Cuendet tune sheet and Conchon
'Staf trademarlc
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of you like me who had a very
sheltered yout\ how it works.

This one is a box in three layers.
The top layer is hinged at the front
and carries a large centre lens and two
smaller lenses each of which is made
up of a pair of nested lenses, one
convex and one concave that magnify
and have a focal length of about
5 inches. Inside the middle layer is a
receiving frame for a pair of stereo-
scopic pictures which are fitted on a
runner so that the focus can be
adjusted. The bottom layer hinges at
the back and houses an adjustable
foot to set the viewer at the right
angle, and the musical movement and
key. The musical movement plays
when the bottom section is opened
and contiues to play until the section
is closed or the spring runs down.
When the pictures are viewed at the
same time, one eye Iooking at each
picture, the pictures merge into one
and appear three dimensional I was
quite impressed-

The fact that our two eyes each see
a different image is attributed to
Euchlid in 300 B. C. This was examined
in depth by Leonardo de Vinci in the
sixteenth century who showed that we
needed two eyes to inform us of
distance unless we moved our head
from side to side.

Later it was found that two photo-
graphs taken on the same plane, but
the same distance apart as the distance
between the eyes, and then viewed by
Iooking at the left hand picture with
the left eye and the other picture with

Front view showing main magnifying
lens and stereoscope lenses

the right eye simultaneously gave a
three dimensional effect.

Sir Charles Wheatstone 1802-1875
an English Scientist invented the
stereoscope in 1832 and developed it
for geometric design from then to
1838. In 1845 he had developed it for
photography. Stereoscopic photographs
became very popular after the Great
Exhibition of 1851.

In 1858 the Stereoscope magazine
published by Lovell, Reeve appeared.
It cost 2s 6d (l2Yzp) which was very
expensive in its day. It contained
three pairs of stereo pictures in each
edition and survived for about 5 years.
After this, many other books containing
stereo pictures appeared, then, bythe
late 1860's pictures could be obtained
on many subjects from travel to
portraits, and from warfare to zoology.
The pairs of pictures were expensive
at 2s (10p) each, but it was quite a
novelty, and just think how much
more of a novelty it was if you could
listen to Faust at the same time. I

Inside view of bottom layer showing
height adjustment musical movement
in glass covered compartrnent and
original Jacot type key.

REVIE\ryS by ran Alderman
"Robinsons' Melody and Mirth"
89 key Gavioli Fair Organ Stereo
cassette tape available ftom Don and
Dorothy Robinsoq 39 Gaister Road,
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire LN8 3 IIY.
kice: t3.50 inc. post& packing (ort3
from the organ).

One of the recent irurovations in the
"Music Box" has been an evident decision
to widen the horizons concerning mech-
anical music, to look occasionally beyond
instruments for the home and search out
their more assertive brothers who live
outside in the open air. For those members
of the Society who have not yet sampled
the delights of the Fair Organ, this
recording will make an admirable start
"Gavioli" must be the one maker's name
lmown to everyone, and this insFument is
a happy example of its kind. It is the
custom among fair organ folk to require
intimate lmowledge of the history of any
insfrument and this is lovingly detailed on
the insert provided with recording. In
1895 the insfument started life as a barrel
organ working amid Alf Peters' steam
driven Gallopers (all this is essential stuff
and you must learn to come to grips with
fairs and showmen). Conversion to book
music was very nearly followed in 1952 by
conversion to firewood. so much had the
organ deteriorated Eventually the organ
came into the ownership of the Robinsons
in Lincolnshire and they enbusted it
fortunately for all of us, to the one man
remaining from the old school of pro-
fessional organ builders, Mr. Chiappa of
Clerkenwall, who in 1973 began the
lengthy restoration Now gilded and painted
by James Tlller, the organ presents a fine
figure to the world.

What of the music? This has alwavs
appeared to me to be of little consequenie
to mechanical music enthusiasts. Other

features (like volume !) being regarded as
of greater importance. Dorothy Robinson
and I argue lengthily about music as I
require tbat the public should be given
Mozatt because it is good for them, while
she insists that they be given tunes they
lcrow, because they will enjoy that She is
probably right for no one ever walks by
this Gavioli tinkling xylophone and all On
the other hand I do wonder how many
people can actually, if asked, whistle the
"Krasno-Selo March" or which of the
younger generation would immediately
identify "Sistcr Susie's Sewing Shirts for
Soldiers" ?

It is a feature of mechanical insfruments
that not only do they come with an aura of
the pasl they also hail tangible evidence
of that in the records they offer, and this
organ plays what you want to hear in the
expected manner. It is an endearing habit
of fair organ music lists to credit the music
not to the composers but to arrangers (you
might argue that it is all re-composed
anyway) and this Gavioli plays music from
Chiappa's lists, some continental arrangerg
and from the new English noteurs, which is
welcome. I particularly enjoyed Andrew
Pilmer's "Chinatown", and Chiappa's
"Post Horn Gallop". The Gavioli does'nt
have a Hooghuys abilities in the repetition
stakes ( the actions being different) in this
last piece. But I am reliably informed
through my county corylections that it is a
very fair rendering of the ahnosphere in
the early hours of the morning when the
Hunt Ball (which knows nothing of
Gallopers) is winding up, champagne
rururing out and scrambled eggs sewed for
those who remain for breakfast Fantasv?
Of course. That is what nostalgia is aboug
Iooking back at a world that didn't quite
exist at times that never were quite like
that The recording "Robinsons "Melody
& Mifth" fulfills it's job very well indeed It
is also good value for money. I
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Organ
Grinders
chat
by Geoff Alford

Completely out of the blue at the end of
February an opportunity arose for a street
organ festival in Britain. It was a time for a
quick decision and, despite the shorhress
of time, it was decided to go ahead. So the
1 st Llandrindod Wells Sheet-organ Festival
will take place on the last weekend of the
annual nine-day Victorian Festival from
Friday llth September to Sunday 13th
September 1987. My one worry was that it
would clash with another event - and of
course, so it has proved, with the MBS
Cirencester meeting on the same weekendl
Of course the choice of date was not within
my province so both events will have to
live with the situation this year. But if
Llandrindod can be made even half
successful the Victorian Festival Com-
mittee could make it an annual date for the
calendar. With two nights bed and break-
fast provided and meal vouchers it com-
pares with German Organ Festivals and
should prevent anyone frorn not attending
on cost grounds. Although quite a small
town, the little spa nevertheless retains
much of its Victorian appearance, so it is

specially suited for a sheet-organ festival
A maximum limit of 30 organs has been
fixed, which one would think gives plenty
of scope. Unfortunately the German party
visiting Britain around this time have
already made their arrangenents, but
Dr. Wiemann from Berlin would have
brought his marvellous 45 keyless Bruns
but for the shortage of lead free pehol
stations in this country. I still have hopes
that it will be an intemational meeting,
however, for several organ owners from
Holland have indicated their interest,
including a full-blown Dutch sheet organ.
The programme will be based on the
successful Gerrnan formula, with evening
get-togethers and certificates for partici-
pating grinders. Anyone interested in
participating can obtain the necessar5r
forms from the Festival Office, Town Hall,
Temple Sheet Llandrindod Wells, Powys
LDI 5DL or myself.

Arthur Prinsen has been around
organs for more years than I like to
remember, certainly before my interest
was awakened. It therefore came as a
shock to learn that he is selling up.
A frequent visitor to Stourpaine, I hope
that he is not wholly leaving the organ
scene which will be poorer for this loss.
Regrettably, although invited, I never had
the time and opportunity to visit his works
and organ collection. Presumably he will
not be making any more hand-tumed
organs so their number is finite, increasing
their value.

Paper Roll Organs are at last athacting
the attention of British organ builders and
I was pleased to hear from Alan Pell that
his future plans include building 20 and 31
rrcte paper roll organs. He is the only
British builder whose organs I have seen
and played and I think that his 27 keyless
organ compares favourably with continen-
tal organs, which augers well for future
developments. Of equal interest is Alan's
entry into the micro-box field with a
5 register 94 pipe street organ in a
German-style inlaid cabinet, playing music
which has been memorised on a micro-
chip. Whilst I have several personal
reservations about this particular model,
one must applaud Alan for his imagination
and initiative, and I for one will be
watching developments with considerable
interest. Leslie Brown was waiting to take
delivery of this new organ with ill-concealed
impatience at Northampton. Other U.K.
builders are also contemplating paper roll
organs, but I think that the micro-chip will

provide the music memory of the fuhre.
The micro bas its opponents, particularly
among .traditionalists, and these organs
are banned at some German festivals.
Whilst I would defend any organiser's
right to resbict enhants to 'traditional
organs, clearly this can cause problems
when a major builder is devoting virtually
all his production to micro-box organs so
that it could appear that an organiser is
favouring one builder before another.
Paper RolL Whilst I was chatting about
aspects of this in the Spring Issue, Peter
Watts was advertising 20 note rolls on
another page. It must be five years since
Peter approached me at my rally tent
where I was playing my Raffin and
Hofbauer organs and expressed interest in
making music for them. That was the last I
heard. At that time Raffin and Hofbauer
were virtually the only music suppliers,
choice was fairly Iimited and there was a
real need for other sources. Since then
Raffin has started making his own rolls
and has extended the range considerably
with arangements from Holland, France
and Switzerland as well as Germany, many
of them greatly superior in quality to the
original choice which dated from the time
Carl Frei Junior started to make these
little organs. In addition Edgar Wemer
started production of his own range of
paper roll automatically produced by
computer with cornplete accuracy. Then
there were a number of smaller music
cutters and increasingly owners hied their
hand frequently with considemble success.
For my money, best arrangers are the
Dutch who brought a new dimension to 20
note anangements. After Holland come
Germany and France - the latter having
the advantage that their tunes tend to be
better lirrown in Britain. Here at home I
have to put our arrangers bottom of the
league. Why this should be I don't know,
we have had good arrangers in the past An
event I witnessed several years ago stuck
in my mind. Jan van Dinteren took
delivery of some music for his Bruder from
well-known noteur van Boxtel now retired,
outside Helmond Music Hall. The organ
owner played the large book through the
key frame several times pointing out the
faults to this renowned arranger. It was an
eye opener and then I thought why not?
Why should organ grinders have to buy
their music 'off-the-peg' blind? Im sure
that others, like me, have bought rolls
because the tunes sounded OK but upon
playrng them after have been intensely
disappointed. So what do you do? Well
one answer is to listen to music on the
organs of others. Whilst direct contact is
not always possible it is not too difficult to
tape off a book or roll and send it through
the post. The other alternative is to go on
the advice of someone whose opinion you
hust. Another interesting thing is the way
prices vary. Raffins, top of the range come
on plastic paper with one piece spool and
boxed for about !40. Computer cut rolls
are about f28 unboxed, but last year I
bought an excellent Dutch arranged roll
without spool forjust !15. So the bargains
are anrund and I hope to get more in
Hannover. I am a great believer in the legal
expression'caveat emptor'- let the buyer

I
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Submitted by John Powell

our Societ/s Advertising Manager.

I have had this little 672" Polyphon for
some while now and even though I have
asked around, haven't yet been able to
locate any similarones. Bowers Encyclo-
pedia has a sketch taken from an 1895
catalogue which has several different
features to this one. It is referred to as a
style 35, with 30 teeth in a black painted
case with celluloid cover.

I have not seen many small early
polyphons and am not sure whether the
dtirning arrangement is common or not.
The spring is wound from the centre
spindle and the disc driven by a spring
loaded finger in the centre flange. When
the disc is put in place the frnger is
depressed and only rises when it passes
under one ofthe four driving holes in the
disc. When the movement is started,
there can be up to a quarter of a tum
delay before the drive picks up and the
disc starts to turn. The stop/start
arrangement is by a cutout in the edge of
the disc which allows a spring loaded
finger to move into it when passing and
operating the stop on the governor. The
advantage is, I suppose, that the driving
furger in the centre flange does not have
to be aligned to the start of the music on
the disc which is, I believe, more
common.

Other features of the box are the
single wire arrangement for keeping the
disc in contact with the comb by means
of two kinks in the wire and a fairly cmde
example of carpentry for the cdse. The
comb dampers appear to be the normal
one piece polyphon patbern and the
inside picture is also well lmown. There
are several zinc discs that came with it
with titles including "Oh That Gorgon-
zola Cheese", "Salute My Bicycle" and
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The Erlich's Lang
Notenblatter Ariston

by Ted Brown

The Lang Notenblatter (Long Music)
24 note Ariston Organette does not
seem a very common instrument. I
have only ever heard of two others. It
plays the ordinary 24 note Ariston
discs and also strip music. No music
appears to have survived and a friend
in the Society has arranged some
music for it AIso, because I have a
machine that will cut Ariston discs, it
is possible for me to convert music
from a disc onto straight strips. This
one is in one of the typically plain
cases with a wood grain finistr- The
case decoration is in the art deco style
of lettering which was used up to Ser.
No. 250,000. See Fig. 1. The serial
number is on the underside of the lid
and can be seen by looking up under-
neath the organette past the pallets.
Its number 190900 shows that Erlich
used a running number for all his
organettes regardless of model and as
you will see in the table quoted by
Heintz Spinnler, this one dates from
about 1889. On all the other Aristons I

Figure 2.

have seen, the serial number is on the
bottom of the organ usually on the
reed block cover. As a point of interest
the actual date of manufacture can
sometimes be seen written in pencil
on the piece ofwood that supports the
reservoir spring or on the reed block
just below the lowest set of pallets.
Unfortunately this bit obviously gets
dirty or scuffed and the date may not
be readable. This one contains brass
reeds as do most of the surviving
Aristons. I have only seen two out of
about twenty with steel reeds.

The Ariston works on pressure and
the reeds sound when the keys,
depressed by the card disc or strip,
are allowed to pop up through the
slots in the music, opening the pallets.
Unlike the ordinary Ariston, the
Langnoten has teeth around the
underside of the disc drive wheel that

drives a rubber covered roller - See
Fig. 3 & 4, and the card strip is pulled
over the keys between two guides
when another roller is pinched down
on the top of the card.

On the lid near the strip playing
mechanism is impressed C & S 10158

- Fig. 5, I don't know anything about
this mark. Was it a distributor ?

The metal fixing bracket for the
pressure arm has the word'Patent' on
it, unlike any other type of Ariston I
have seen, See Fig. 6. I assume this is
referring to the strip playing mechanism
and not the system of holding the disc
flat. When I stripped the organette
down, it did not appear to have been
previously touched inside. I found two
pieces of card packing, the same type
as that from which the discs were
made. One piece was stuck on the
inside of the case where the feeder
crank end normally rubs against the
case, and the other was used to pack
the bridge support for the main drive,
to lift the drive cog to the right height
- Fig. 7. Pieces of brown paper have
ben used to glue over imperfections in
the wood to ensure that the inside
remains airtight. This system was
used extensively in Aristons on the
reservoir and feeders.

On the winding shaft there is a
ratchet wheel and pawl, to prevent the
handle being wound backwards or to
enable the handle to be unscrewed.
On all Aristons I have seen, this pawl
is kept in place by a bent nail. This
Ariston has a strip of leather fixed
over the top to keep it in place. The
bellows were original and still in good
condition. They only needed the
internal and external feeder flaps
replacing.

The main drive cog which works
from a brass endless on the winding
shaft is made of fruit wood and has
59 teeth. As the endless does one
complete revolution for each tooth,
there is no reason why it couldn't have
an even number. I have had to replace
two cogs, because of damage beyond
repair on opposite sides of the cog
wheel where the grain is softer.
Because 60 is a much easier number
to cut out on a small lathe than 59, a
friend of mine who is good at engineer-
ing made two cogs both of 60 teeth.

To the purist I have probably got
Erlich turning in his grave but the new
cogs have teeth only 1tlz thou. thinner
and one of them, fitted to my own
Ariston which has had four years of
extersive play, shows no signs of

The crank on the end of the winding
handle that operates the feeders is in
cast iron as is the one on a standard
Ariston 85,594. Whether or not all the
earlier Aristons had these, I don't
know. AII the later ones I have seen
have a pressed steel crank, which was
certainly a cheaper and easier way to
produce one than to cast itFigure l.
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Here are two lists of Ariston
numbers with their actual or estimated
date of manufacture. Heintz Spinnler
has worked out that approximately
25,000 were manufactured each year
and the lists show how accurate that
ls.

List compiled by Spinnler
1885 100,000
1890 200,000
1892 251,622 Dated 28/l/92
1894 300,000
189,1 310,979 Dated 10/5/9.1

List of those seen by me
188,{ 85,594 (appror) Half wood sha[t

winding handle
1889 190,900 2l12/89 Langnoten
1894 310,236 8/2/94 Standard with steel

reeds.
1895 32?,0211 (approx.) Standard with

brass reeds.
1896 350,761 (approx) Standard with

brass reeds
1899 418,299 1899 on reed, block

brass reeds.
1902 475,294 (approx) I

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the inside of the
organette with and without the feeders
in place. The leather strip covering
the pawl can be seen at the bottom of
both pictures. The cast iron crank can
be seen on the winding handle. The
drive cog is made in two parts. The
double stepped centre is one piece
and the collar with the teeth in is a
force fit over the top with a nail driven
in through the two at an angle to hold
them together.

My thanks to Roger Booty and Ken
Dickens for the assistance they have
given, and special thanks to Heintz
and Rene Spinnler for the use of their
article in Das Mechanische Musik-
instrument No. 29 September 1986.

Figure 3.

Figure 7.

Figure 6.

Figure 8. Figure 9.
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'The Simplex Piano Player Co., of
61 Hatton Garden, report a very good
advance during the month of July, and
quite a number of dealers have taken up
sole agencies in the various districts.
Those traders who have not seen the
instrument will have a convenient
opporbunity of doing so by inspecting
it at the Music Trades Exhibition,
Manchester, where it will be shown from
the 25th to the 29th of the present
month- Mr. H. Metcalf (representative
of Mr. Theodore P. Browu the maker of
the piano player) is coming to England,
and will be pleased to give at the
exhibition all information to the trade.'

Thus wrote the Musical Opinion in
August 1902, on the recently introduced
Simplex According to McTammany,
("The Technical History of the Player",
John McTammany. Vestal Press.)
Theodore P. Brown was the first man to
produce a saleable player piano, as
opposed to a piano player. Called the
"Aeriol", it was covered by United
States patents dated 1897, although it
appears the instrument could have been
introduced earlier, in 1895. Dolge
("Pianos and their Makers", Alfred
Dolge. Dover Publications.) states that it
was a cornmercial success. McTammany
however, disagrees, giving the reason as,
'Prejudice, pure and simple', by the
piano manufacturers who refused to
allow player actions to be fitted within
their pianos.

In 1898 Brown sold his patents to
Aeoliarl and then proceeded to build
a piano player which he called the
"Simplex". The spooling of the music in
the Aeriol had been achieved by a
clockwork motor similar to that found in
the Melville Clark "Appollo" player.
Brown retained this idea for his new
machine. and as can be seen fiom the
topical August advertisement shown
here, - 1902 was Coronation year - it
was considered one of the main assets of
the Simplex.

Although there were obviously great
hopes for the new player, it seems to
have obtained litle popularity compared
to the Aeolian "Pianola" and the Wilcox
& White "Angelus".

The following is a report which
appeared in the September 1902 edition
of Musical Opinion.

'The Manchester Exhibition opened
Monday, August 25th, the third annual
music trades exhibition opened in
St. James's Hall, Manchester. Simplex
Piano Company exhibited Simplex
"players" in rosewood and walnut cases.
These instruments athacted very much
attention and many explanations of
their principle of construction were
asked for. Briefly, the Simplex feature

The Simplex Piano Player
by R. Booty

MUSICAI, OPINION & }IUSIC IRADE EEVTEW.

PIANO PLAYER
H S DEEN

CRO-wNED
VITTI THE FAVOUUALE OIINIONS OF ALL WHO HAVE

SEEN and HEARD I.n
BOUCHT and TRIED t I .

tdame CALVE: Your SIMPLEX is s0 nerr perlestiod thrt I IIARVEL ll0RE EACII TIME I HEAR tr.

&dame GADSKI: 
There l! N0 C0MPARISoN bcareen thc Dosslbllltles ot ahe SIiIPLEX !trd rry other

lostroEetrt lor iot€rprctllg elther lostrrnaltal or Vocd M0!lc.
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piatrlsslnos, producltrg , drlmltic cll€ct for lhe st[dy ol rcles whlch I havc
tou[d ir tro othar playcr.

The Simpler Piano Player
truc^" th' la.ailo e' B11aho
\aiou. Introd.rtc,ao r at taoed
\o opctaaor: anil, lhc tu@.'
&th ot ,ttc p;dal,., bea^g ,.r,

cna4teqt ao ahe loo, OailQkt ate tu@a eoslalt @ad prompaltl P|odltccd ahatu
ac posiblc bU anu oaler meallod.

THE MUSIC CATALOOUE
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consists of a provision in the form of a
clockwork motor, which performs the
work of winding and un-winding the
perforated sheet of music on and off the
rollers, so saving the operator the
trouble of doing this by an expenditure
of force applied to the foot pedals. The
arrangement for controlling the time at
which the piece is played is entirely
distinct from the pedals and is worked
by a small hand lever. By entirely
relieving the operator's feet of the duty
imposed by working the music rollers

and confining the labour of the feet to
the work of supplying air to the pneu-
matic chambers, valves and pistons by
which the key levers are operated, very
delicate expression can be attained. The
general construction of the Simplex is
also of such a character that the internal
parts can be easily inspected or reached
for any necessary purpose. Herein is
found again the Simplex element.'

A good photograph of a Simplex
piano player can be found in Arthur
Ord-Humes book, "Pianola", plate 62.
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Some people take an extremely dim view of "hymn boxes,"
but this is an oversimplified reaction because such boxes
range from the rather mediocre right up to the excellent; and
this applies to the quality of both the movement and the
music. The range covered is formidable, from popular and
once-popular hymns and carols and Gospel songs to the real
classics of Church music by eminent composers. Plenty are
to be found on disc, and it is significant that those late
interchangeable Paillard boxes with six cylinders generally
include one cylinder playrng all or mainly hymns.

Gospel songs wene established in the U.S.A. from about
1860, a notable composer being Robert Lowry, 1826-99, a
Baptist Pastor from Philadelphia. He is best remembered
for the still popular Shall we gather at the river? (1864)
which is on Polyphon 50192 and Regina 1895 and is often
heard on cylinder boxes, sometimes camouflaged as
Beautiful River.

Other powerful figures in the arena were the evangelist
D. L Moody, 1837-99, and his musical associate ha D. Sankey,
1840-f908. Their success sternmed from meetings in the
U.S.A and England in 1873. Sankey's best lmown tune is
said to be The Ninety and Nine (1874) (Polyphon 50171).
He was a prolific composer, though given a very low rating in
the Odord Companion to Music, and his first collection
was published in 1873. He would never have expected
anyone to play eight of his tunes one after the other ! And this
should certainly be avoided by anybody who gets hold of an
eight-air (let alone a 12-air) box of Sankey hrnes. Some were
used in small chapels, and a tune on repeat would cover the
several verses of a hymn; but of course most were for home
use.

What distinguishes song music fiom hymn music? Only
the words, so the music can be equally distinguished for
bottr- Also, the better arrangers could improve banal tunes.
But the tr,ouble with some simple hymn boxes is that they
just play a 30-second verse twice over giving scant if any
musical variety. The same thing happens in some boxes
devoted to Scottish songs.

Incidentally, it also rather deplorably happens on many
large discs which merely play their tune, unaltered, twice
over.

So the preferred hymn boxes are usually those with tunes
from a variety of sources. Classics like Old Hundr,edth are
to be found on early boxes, e" g. Nicole 2 1819, but the rather
pervasive Sankey h:nes only appeared around L874, e.g
Nicole 2-per-turn serial 45553. This has twelve Sankey
hrnes including The Ninety and Nine and The Gneat
Physician

Hymn box specials
The untidy but interesting tune sheet in Fig. 1 is from an

8-air hymn box of unlsrown make but with unusual features,
serial 8006, about 1880. The hymn numbers have been
added later and probably piecemeal.

These hymn numbers were altered in succeeding editions
of various books. For instance, in H5rmns and Songs for
Mission Sen'iceg 1887 edition, all the hymns on this tune
sheet appear but only tune 3 has the same number, 310.

Then in Sacred Songs and Solos- l2(X) pieces edited
by Sankey about 1890, they all appear again but again with
different numbers. By 1904 two of them first appeared in the
Methodist Hymnal - Man of Somows with words and
music by P. P. Bliss, 1838-76, and Work for the Night is
coming, music by Lowell Mason. These books give most of

Fig l: Black on brown and white I by 6% in tune sheet of
unknown maket's &hymn Contralto Piccolo serial 8fi)6.
Three repair patches only too visible. Smudging due to
water damage on the original dark blue ink

the composers and un'iters.
I got most of this information, which may help to date

some boxes and dispel boredom about them, thanks to the
Wesley Historical Society Library. Probably earlier editions
of the above books, which sold many rnillions of copies,
would show the hymns numbered exactly as on this tune
sheeL

Contralto Piccolo
Serial8006 with 11 in cylinder and77 comb teeth also

has the unusual claim Contralto Piccolo on its tune sheet.
This is borne out perhaps helped with a bit of imagination,
in the music; as one expects for hyrnns, much of the musical
decoration is an octave below the normal piccolo and is
effective against the heavy chords of the hymn music. It
certainly permits good variety between the two verses
played for most of the hymns - there is no shaight repetition
at all

But what about the eight tunes ? Well, they are pleasurably
varied and none is too solemn T\rne 5 is quite rollicking. In
crediting it to Sankey I am relying on Nicole's tune sheet
mentioned above.

Another Conhalto Piccolo musical box of the same
dimensions and undoubtedlybythe same makerwas sold by
Christies in June 1980; it also had the same type of safety
check

Safety checks
Serial 8006 also boasts an unusual type of safety checb as

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It consists of a lever pivoted inside
the heble end cylinder bearing bracket with its shaped end
riding in turn over each of twelve pegs screwed into the great
wheel. Nonnally it drops afber clearing each peg, but if they
move faster so that it has no time to drop clear an extension
jams against the peg and stops the cylinder from running
away.

This effective device is slightly simpler and decidedly
quieter than the Baker-Tloll anangement shown in Figs.4
and 5. It has a crescent-shaped lever also pivoted inside the
cylinder bearing bracket and engaging ten pegs screwed into
the great wheel. One end is lifbed in turn by the pegs and
d.nops away again just in time to prevent the other end
jamming against another peg. This jamming happens at
once if the cylinder gains speed.

The Baker-Tloll system is a bit noisy as the lever drops
from peg to peg, and Fig. 5 shows a harmless home-made
silencer. By harmless I mean that if a subsequent restorer
does not like it he can remove it very easily and practically
without hace.
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Fig 2: Serial 8(X)6 safety check seen from bass end. The
cam at the end ofthe lever rides over pegs in the great wheel
and the adjacent blockjust falls clear ofthe pegs ifthey pass
slowly.

Fig 5 : If the great wheel speeds up, the right end of the lever
jams against a peg as here shown Most Geo. Baker
movements have the last two digits of their serial numbers
stamped sometimes exuberantly, on many components
including here the fan blades and great wheel an4 as 473,
on the cylinder bearing brackets The safety check lever
shown is not exactly to Baker-Troll dimensions because the
original was missing and I had to make a replacemenL

Nicole dating
It is generally accepted that C.E. Brun transferred the

Nicole Fr6res headquarters to London and disposed of
almost all the Geneva operations about 1880, and that
subsequently the Company sold musical boxes with serial
numbers above 50,000 supplied by other makers. But the
more interesting aspect is how to date the last of the genuine
Nicole production of musical boxes in Geneva.

Here are the established relevant facts, - well worth
noting before advancing any theories . . .

1. The highest serial number of a Nicole-made box so far
reported is 47,495.
As reported in The Music Box Vol. 12 No. 8, serial
44235 was sold new in London on June 3rd 1876.
As previously reported, serial 45888 was sold new in
London early September 1876.
Stocks with London Agents and dealers were said to be
"hundreds" - see Times advertisements aror:nd 1875.
Nicole's production rate in 1870 was about 850 per
annum, see John Clark estimates and chart in The
Music Box Vol. 10 No. 6.
Mechanisation of musical box manufacture proceeded
rapidly in Ste Croix when Paillard opened the first
factory there in 1875; but Chapuis recorded that in
Geneva "makers generally kept to the old procedures
. and it found itself in an economically inferior
position."

I think it is reasonable to assume that the Geneva makers
realised that Ste Croix was gaining the competitive edge.
This would particularly affect Nicole Frirres, because their
product range was almost certainly less varied than most of
their competitors. For example, no Sublime Harmony box of
genuine Nicole make has yet been reported. And serial
47 495, the last reported box, which was one of a batch of at
least three, was a simple 8-air, 13 in. cylinder "standard"
type except that it was supplied with a second cylinder; but
the interchangeable feature was based on first locking the
double-spring drive, a method which by 1877 seemed
old-fashioned. Furthermore, Nicole were operating with
excessive stocks; boxes awaiting despatch plus those in
transit plus "hundreds" at Agents and dealers must have
added up to over a thousand boxes made but not sold, -
more than a year's production. Therefore there would be a
serious cash-flow problem, ultimately forcing manufacture
to close down.

Fig 3: Safety check in operating position,
about to drop off a peg which will then
block

with cam just
pass over the

2

D.

4

5.

6.

Fig 4: George Baker ("late BakenTrolli') serial 15473
safety check The left end ofthe pivoted lever being lifted by
a great wheel peg and so putting the right end in the path of
another peg from which it will pull clear as the left end drops
offthe peg. The sound of the lever hitting the next peg can be
silenced as shown by fitting a small screw Co land on a
rubber pad stuck to the bedplate"
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The fact that serial numbers 44235 and 45888 were sold
in London within three months of each other certainly
supports the assumption that stocks were too high - these
boxes must have been made almost two years apart; there
has never been any reason to doubt that Nicole boxes were
manufactured approximately in serial number order.

If 45888 followed the cunent stock pattern it was made in
June 1875. Ifthe 850 per annum rate persisted to the end,
which is all too likely when a crisis hits a manufachrrer. then
the last box, serial 47495, was made in April 1877.

The same reasoning if applied tD 44235 would involve its
manufacture in March 1875 and thereby the manufacture of
45888 in February L877; but this one was sold in September
1876 so seial 44235 must have been overlong in stock.

However cautiously one treats these figures, I thinl< it has
to be accepted that no musical boxes were made by Nicole
Frlres of Geneva after the year 1877.

David Cadet's early forte-piano
David Cadet made musical boxes in Geneva in the 1820-

1840 period, and produced accurate and elegant comb teeth
in groups of five, making up the early type of sectional
combs. He may have been the first to exploit the two-comb
Forte-Piano system which soon superseded the long-and-
short-pin method. His serial number 950 is shown in Figs. 6
to 8, with sixteen groups of teeth making up the forte comb
at the right and nine groups making the piano comb at the
left and with heble teeth adjacent, as always seen on Nicole
movements. The serial number is in the usual left back
position on the brass bedplate, but is inverted. The
mechanism is in a plain case with external controls and is a
very tight fit, with some wood gouged out of the case end to
clear the fan blades; but the bedplate encroaches beyond
the key partition slots so this may not be the original
case.

The cylinder is 9/a in. by Lt/z in. diameter, playing four

Fig 6: Teeth in groups of five. The hole above DAVID
CADET is for the instant stop lever screw below, usually
blind-

Fig 7: Serial 96O David Cadet FortePiano, with Forte
sectional comb at the governor end. The extreme bass and
treble groups of the Piano comb have four teetb all others
frve.

Fig 8: The extreme bass tooth of the forte section is of the
usual extra width for heavier lead weighl

tunes on 80 forte plus 43 nuurower piano teeth. The tunes
are attractively arranged and run for a shade under
45 seconds. One in particular has that elusive familiarity that
is so tantalizing with missing tune sheets- this one may well
have been lost more than a hundred and fifby years ago.

Member Ralph Heintz kindly supplied this data and
pictures, and I can do no better than quote his description of
the general forte-piano arrangement and details of one of the
tunes . . . "The timbre of the piano comb is rather etherial
and definitely different from the forte. In none of the four
airs does the piano comb play entirely by itself; there is
always at least a series of accompaniment arpeggios played
on the forte section.

"Air no. 2 starts with two bars of very lightly used piano
(only the top few notes used); two bars of forte; another two
bars like the fust two; two bars of forte; two bars of 'full'
piano; and a conclusion offour bars offorte. A scattering of
piano notes bolster the melody in some forte passages."

Footnote: Adjacent heble teeth but with the piano comb
at the governor end were also featured in L'Ep6e key-wind
serial 13206. It plays eight airs on a l6t/z in. cylinder with 64
forte and 44 piano teeth. I

Back copies of "Music Bot'' available from:
R. W. Ison, 5 East Bight Lincoln LN2 1QIL
Tel:. O522-&4O6-
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Letters sent to the Editnr may be reproduced in part
or whole, unless marhed, "Not for Publication" Duc
lo the amounl of work inuolued in prod.ucing the
"Mtsit Bor" the Editor regrets he cannot arewer all
letters persomlly.

Largest attendance
Jon Greshanr, President MBSGB
writes-
In your Report on the 1987 Society Spring
Meeting held in Northampton you are not
accurate in claiming that the 98 members
present was the largest ever weekend
attendance.

You were probably misled by Alan
Wyatt's comment that it was the largest
provincial atbendance during his five year
term as Meetings Organiser. However, the
December 1979 meeting in Bristol,
organised by Jim Colley, attracted 117
members (if I remember conectly) and on
Page 296 of Volume 9 of our Journal is
recorded that on March 15th. 1980 a

record 135 members atbended the meeting
held at the Madeira Hotel, Brighton.

However, the number attending is no
criteria of the success of a meeting,
numbers have fluctuated for a variety of
reasons and personally I have found all our
meetings richly rewarding, thanks to the
efforts of our speakers, hosts, regional
organisers and meetings organisers. I

How tn sellyour orchestrion
without euen Wng
A recent report brilqs o;n. tnerpectcd. resulL

On page 45 of your magazine, "The Music
Box". an article reflected a new orcheshion
being manufactured by a Nicholas Simons
of Derbyshire. Would you forward this
request to him for details on the availability
and purchase of his new orchestrion?

Name withheld at Editors distetion I

IVIy experierrres with dead
teeth in mtnin box combs.
G. Planus writes ftom South Salenr,
U.S.A,:-
I too, in past years was bothered by the
occasional "PLOP" of a dead toot\ but
not being a scientific kinda bloke, I
attacked the problem from a mechanical
point of view.

I took a scrap comb that had some
"Ploppy" teeth in it and figured it might be
because the soldering between comb and
comb bed was defective. It wasn't. At least
not in the section where the "Plops" were.
However, the soldering was patchy in
places where the teeth "rang". So much for
that theory.

I checked through the thousands of
tuning charts Id made over many years on
which Id made notes of these things and
found that "Ploppy" teeth were found in
combs made in the latber half of the
nineteen-hundreds. I asked myself "Why
then?'.

So I poured meself a tot of whiskey.
(Johnny Clark, May his God bless him)
had told me that whiskey, an armchair and
cogitation always goes best together. So I
done like what he told me, diden I ? I sat,
I drunk and I thunked. and I thunk like
this:

Early music box combs were made
individually or in small batches and each
maker specified to the comb maker the
exact characteristics he wanted, tonally
for his combs. The comb maker then
experimented during the hardening and
tempering until he acquired the tone
desired. Listen to various early makers
and note the difference in tone. (Personally
I love Duccommon Girod the best).

Early music box combs have a much
longer vibration period than later ones.
They rely more on the properties of
"Sympathetic vibration" in addition to the
initial "PLUCK NOTE" whereas later
music boxes rely on the initial "PLUCK'
of the tooth to produce their main sormd

Later manufacturers were interested in
mass marketing, and therefore sought
ways to produce cheaper and more
Effiricnt? products.

The Bane of all manufacturers was
"Damper noise". How can you cut down
Damper noise ?

Answer: By lessening the time the tooth
vibrated.

How do you achieve this result?
Atnwer: Make the tooth stiffer.
How can you achieve a standard stiftress

of teeth?
Answer: By having your comb steel

mass produced to a constanl And by
hardening and tempering, using scientific
inskuments, (not the eyes of an individual
specialist) to achieve consistent results.

So now, you've cut down the vibration
period of a tooth. You've cut down your
dampernoise risk, but "You gets nufrng
fer nufFmg".

Nour, you've also cut down the amount
of tirne in which teeth can re-act with each
other. The time during which "sympathetic
vibration" can take place is diminished.

Now lets get back to the work bench, (in
my case the tuning bench).

I hook up the comb to the tuning
machine. it tells me to within a hundredth
of a note, (one cent) what each tooth is
producing. It also tells me how long the
vibration period is for each tooth.

I make a chart of the comb containing
the "Ploppy" teeth.

I gfind the "Plop" tooth (ifs a scrap
comb, I hasten to add.) The "Plop" tooth is
a treble one without any lead, I grind it in
the front I grind another at the root and
find something very interesting.

"Only when I grind enough metal
away, (be it at the tip or at the root), so
that an adjacent tooth comes within
the range of "sympathetic vibration"
does the "Ploppy'' tooth begin to ring/
sing/come to life.

The only snag is, because of my grinding
and filing, it only rings/sings/comes to life,
when it's playurg the wrong note by
anything from a quarter to a half a note, in
the bass sometimes more. And that ain't
good not nohow it ain'! is it?

I then experiment adding lead (solder)
at the rate of one cent at a tirne to bring the

tooth back to it's original tuning. The
closer I get to the original tuning the more
"Ploppy" the tooth gets.

I go back to all my Ttning charts and
check whether any adjacent teeth
supposedly plavmg the same note, which
should react to each other "sympathetically''
are "Ploppy'', (You know, perhaps I really
am a scientific bloke after all). I find that in
one box which I own, (You must never
muck around with the tuning on customers
boxes without their express permission
and with frrll knowledge of your capabilitieg
or lack of in some cases lve met with) but I
deviate, which is my wont

The only times that a pair of teetlu
supposedly playing the same note are
"Ploppy'' is when they have either
been so badly tuned during manufac-
ture (tuners were paid by the "piece
worH' methoQ or there is corrosion of
the lead or rust, or later retuning by a
"R€storer!" has thrown either tooth
out of the range of slrmpathetic vibr+
tion with it's mate.

With regard to John Powell's comments
about Polyhons.

His comrnents are tme about all Disc
machines which have opposing combs, be
the teeth plucked simultaneously or
consecutively.

With disc machines having opposing
combs, it is rare, very rare, that there are
not at least two teeth intended to play the
same note, so that even if on-ly one is
plucked, it's mate will vibrate sympa-
thetically, no matter which comb it's on
Disc machine manufacturers developed
the sympathetic vibration of teeth to an
arl But as with all music boxes. the final
result was solely the product of the comb
hrner. If you pay a man by the speed in
which he can produce a satisfactory
producl you ain't gonna get the finest
quality.

I know, cos lve worked under the
"piecework" system.

Look under your combs at the leads,
Don't take your comb off if it don't
need fixing. The old boys knew what they
was doing. Look at the leads, look at the
number of snips on each lead

A Iot of combs have as many as the first
four leads "Untuned'! !!

One snip mark tells you that the tuner
said to himself "That'll do", two snips says
"Near, but I can't let it go", three snips tells
you that the tuner was taking a bit more
care, four snips and then perhaps a file
mark as well tells you that your comb was
hmed by a man that cared.

Through my charting system I can
follow the path of the individual hrners
working for one company then moving to
another and can tell you when he was in a
good mood or a bad one by the way he
tuned the leads. I can promise you, there
ain't many combs about with four snips
and a file mark

Because I don't have the pressure of
time as the old boys had, and also cos I got
the benefit of a hming machine, I do my
tuning on leaded teeth with a razor blade,
taking microscopic slivers off. It's fasci-
nating watching adjacent teeth gradually
starting to vibrate sympathetically until
the osciloscope dial grows a hiumphant
passionate red as the two teeth vibrate
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together to produce what I call "The SouI"
of a music bo:c

Getting back to opposing combs. They
have to be mounted together and tuned
together, if you want to gain the best
results of sympathetic vibration, and if you
have opposing combs that are "Ploppy"
it's simply because they ain't been tuned
together finely (or the leads are corroded).
As little as one cent in treble teeth can
make the difference between a tooth that
just plays, and one that rings/sings, cos
ifs reacting sympathetically with a mate.
The bass notes require a much greater
difference before they set each other
gomg.

Now that Dario Valenzuela has taken
over my business, I can blow my bumpet a
bit and can say that customers have been
most gratified when lve brought dead
combs back to life, especially on four
occasions when the opposing combs on
disc machines brought to me were found
to have no relationship with each other.
They'd come from scrapped disc machines
and had been re-assembled for auctiorl

And before any of you start retuning
your combs from a disc machine I must
point out, even though your combs are a
mass produced producl they are all tuned
individually.

"There is as much as a frve note
difrerence for the starting note of a
fifteen and a half inch Regina comH'.
The same variation applies to all disc
machines.

If you are working from somebody else's
comb or a chart, you will have to
hanspose.

My conclusions, are that:
Later manufacturers. in the interest of

their pockets said "what the helt one
"Ploppy" tooth out of thirty seven ain't
that bad and to put another tooth in the
comb to react sympathetically with it will
cost too much Get them out tbe door and
sell'em".

And then, I remember restoring two
monster music boxes manufactured very
late, in the Art Nouvauex period- In both of
these boxes all teeth were ploppy!!!
I spent two days inching the combs
forward, gradually increasing the lift/
Pluck The only time the teeth would ring
was when the combs were hard up to the
cylinder, so that when the teeth were
plucked they bowed at a forty degree
angle. Well . . . thirty degrees ?

I gave that box back to the customer
without making a charge for all the
restoration work we'd done, explaining:
"As a mechanic, I can't believe that teeth
can bend like that without snapping, and I
ain't about to take the risk". He took it to a
braver restorer than I and perhaps he lives
"H"ppy ever after", Im glad I don't have
to watch his box playrng though.

One last point There weren't no damper
noises on that comb, even when there
weren't no dampers. The teeth didn't
vibrate to any exten! they just plucked
The damper problem at least had been
solved.
I hnpe readzrs will exrttse Gerry's pecdinr
grarnnxar, fortunatcly not all English-
Ameri.can immigrants becomc afflitted in
thc samc way. Maybe he's A'yi;ng to proue
he's still ErryIbh? Ed I

Internntinnal Vintage
Phonograph Socinty
C. G. Nijsea Honorar5r Secretary of
the International Vintage Phonograph
Society writcs from Mackaylaan 19,
563f NM Eindhoven:-

The above Society, which was founded
here several years ago to further the
exchange of historic lmowledge in the field
of sound recording and promote contacts
between rougtrly 100 selected collectors
and historians.

After my retirement fncm Philips Inter-
national this year the IVPS will no longer
be able to make use of the Philips network
of communication facilities, but several
members have suggested to keep the
Society in existence nevertheless, ancl use
the above address as a clearing house of
information. Also I hope to remain active
as a sound historian and consultant for
another couple ofyears and have accepted
to be a member of the Historical Com-
mittee of the Audio Engineering Society.

To commemorate the Centenary of the
first Berliner record patent I now have
pleasure in offering a booklet covering in a
nutshell the whole history of mechanical
sound and music through the ages. A large
chapter in the cenhe pages reflects my
present favourite field of study and I really
believe this deserves more attention of
museums and private collectors than
hitherto. During the upcoming of radio
and grammophone in the roaring twenties
and the world crisis tlrat followed. it has
more or less escaped the activities of
historians but now reproducing player
pianos and music roll collections seem to
have friggered a reviving interest, as was
already shown during the AES Convention
in 1983.

May I ask for photocopied advertise-
ments and any relevant facts or documen-
tations that may help in compiling the
more elaborate book we have been working
on for many years and which hopefully will
be published before long. Copies of the
booklet are available at Hf 1.8. - - each or
equivalent

A word of wami,ng !
Judith lloward writes ftom2 Branfield
Roa4 London SW11:-
May I make a brief word of warning to
anyone attending the Waldkirch Organ
Festival this summer !

I went to the original Festival at
Waldkirch (Carl Frei centenary) in 1984,
which I much enjoyed, including a fasci-
nating window display of old archive
material by a local photographic studio,
including organ builders' factory photos
and some photos of Carl Frei senior. They
were offering to supply duplicated prints,
and despite the considerable expense, I
ordered copies of the Carl Frei pictures,
and made the mistake of paying in
advance (including postage to England).

Now, in 1987, I am still awaiting the
prints. I have heard nothing whatsoever
from the photographers, despite qniting
several times (in Gerrnan). I even in
desperation contacted Carl Frei junior

(who had loaned the original photographs);
he kindly telephoned the shop on my
behalf and was informed that my prints
were ready and would soon be despatched,
but even then, nothing happened . . .

I don't know if the display will be
repeated in 1987; but if so, please be
warned: if you order prints, do not pay in
advance. You are welcome to cite my
experience as your reason.

Incidentally, if anyone who is attending
this year, feels they could take up the
cudgels on my behalf and rehieve the
75 Marks (plus 6 Marks postage) which I
paid, I shall be very glad to hear from
them, and can supply photocopies of my
correspondence together with a note of
authority to collect the cash. I

46 Note Plnyer Organs
Roger Booty writes from Essex:-
A small addition to my article on "46 note
Player Organs", p. 56-58, Vol. 13 of "The
Music Box".

In the second paragraph on p. 57, I
mention a keyboardless Tonsyreno Player
Organ. I have since found that the full
name for this style is "Tonsyreno Cabinet".

A little more detail about this seemingly
rare inshument.

The oge of serenity
T. Langhurst writes fmm Surrey-
Rather than discourage I thought it very
kind of GerryPlanus to encourage newer
members (Vol. 13 No. 2) with his before
and after pictures.

How dramatic has been the change from
the wide-eyed huogry look of the younger
man, feverishly searching for new acquisi-
tions, to the serenity of later years.

Clearly we now see a man at peace with
his collection. Long may it continue ! I

High Quality

RESTORATION
SERVICE

oRcHESTR|ONS, ORGANS,
BARRE L OPERATED I NSTRUtt| ENTS

Many examples of completely rebuilt
instruments available for inspection

ranging in size from flute clocks to the
world's largest lmhot & Mukle barrel

orchestrion and a cinema organ.

We rebuikl everything exccpt musica, boxes

Napton Nickelodeon ot techanical ilusic
High Street, Napton-on-theHill,

Nr. Rugby, Waruickshire, England.
Tel: 092681-2183.

T

I
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and Going, Goin6

SOTHEBY'S
The next sale of mechanical musical instruments will take place in London on T\resday
29th September 1987, three items included are illushated. Top: A 2l\6 tnch Symphonion
'Orchestrion', bell disc musical box, c.1900. EsL 941600. Middle: A gilt brass musical
mantle clock, c.1830- with base containing F. Lecoulhe Forte-pianomovementplayingone
overture and six popular airs, 51cm (20 in.) high EsL 92,500/3,500. Bottom: A rare
Andersson Pianoharpa. Swedislu late 19th century. Est.9213000.

At the two recent Sotheby's sales the following prices were reached. Amsterdam- Piano
Melodico, Dfl 9500. Mermod Frere Interchangeable Dfl 14,500. The two automaton were
unsold. London - Acrobat automaton t10,500. Ducommun interchangeable musical box
93,800. Electric organa i4,500. Symphoniom Eroica 116,500.

CHRISTIE'S
The next mechanical music sale at CMstie's South Kensington is plarmed for October 1st
1987. Details are as yet unknown, but among early enhies are two key-wind two-tunes-per-
tum musical boxes and a Lecoultre musical clock base.

NEW
MEMBERS
2109

27L0

2ttl

2rt2

2rt3

2ll4

2Lt5

2I16

2ll7 K. J. Dowling Esq.
Warwickshire

2lLB R. Goodmar Esq.
Odordshire

2II9 B. A. Parris Esq.
Kent

2120 J. Leye Esq.
Koksijde, Belgium

2l2l Y. Gros Esq.
Chavenay, France

2122 Mrs. S. W. Herbeft
Leicestershire

2123 A. H. Weaving Esq.
Kent

2124 C. R. Dorey Esq.
Devon

2125 R. O. Boyle Esq.
Noojee, Victoria, Australia

2126 P. Rosenberg Esq.
Toronto, Canada

2127 H. W. Cookson Esq.
San Francisco,
California, U.S.A.

2128 R. P. Ziff Esq.
W. Yorkshire

2129 F. Schrender
Del& Holland

2130 G. Severijns Esq.
Brunssum, Holland

Dr. D. K. Shipley
Cumbria
H. C. Peter Esq.
N. Yorkshire
F. Dahlinger Esq.
Jackson, Michigan, U.S.A.

Mr. & Mrs. B. Toth
Dana Point,
Califomia, U.S.A.

S. Hills Esq.
SL Georgen, W. Germany

W. J. O'Rourke Esq.
Ramstein, W. Germany

J. Maurice Esq.
Ontario, Canada

W. Starr Esq.
Ipswich, Queensland,
Audralia

2131 Mrs. B. Winkler
Flensburg, W. Germany

2t32

2 133

2L34

2135

2136

2t37

2L38

2139

2140

2L4L

2t42

2t43

2144

2t45

2L46

2L47

2L48

2t49

2150

2t5l

2L52

2L53

2154

2L55

2r56

M. Mutbers Esq.
Sr:rrey

R. Fussell Esq.
Lincolnshire
Z. Meier Esq.
Gfeld, Switzerland
R. Morrison Esq.
Perry, Ohio, U.S.A.

G. B. Massey Esq.
Clwyd.

W. D. A. Granleese Esq.
N. Ireland

C. Van de Velde Esq.
Koksijde, Belgium
Candy Spelling
[,os Angeles,
California, U.S.A.

D. A. Huemer Esq.
London
M. R. Mainelli Esq.
S. Yorkshire
W. B. G. Fletcher Esq.
Northumbria
C. Childs Esq.
Kent
M. W. Chetwood Esq.
Bedfordshire
A. Martin Esq.
London
Mrs. J. M. Beebee
London
D. E. Pa-Lner Esq.
Merseyside

Ms. Dianne Moor
London
P. E. Landeg Esq.
W. Sussex

J. E. Page Esq.
Middlesex
E. Gnrnfeld
London
Ms. Penny C'oodwill
[,ondon
R. C. Russell Esq.
Barcelona, Spain

J. Dowski Esq.
London
H. M. Gadsby
W. Sussex

Mrs. A. O'Brien
Gloucestershire
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LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
1st OCTOBER 1987.
Memben: 9p per word (bold ty1re l3p per word).

Minimum cost each advertisement 92
Non-members: 18p per word
(bold type 26p per word).

Minimm cost each advertisement !4
Seni display single mlmn 3cm max 30 words 98
5cm ma* 50 words tl2. Box No tl
CASH WTTH ORDER PLEASE TO:
Advertising Manager
John M Powell,33 Birchwood Avenue,
[:eds l?. West Yorkshire LS17 8PJ

RATES FOR DISPI"AY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSffiONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover (two colou):
(full colou, one phobograph to mar size of
8 x 6" with squre sides, large sizes f25 exha)

Irside covem: Full page
Half page

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available)
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

Full page only €84

These charges include type*tting but re exclusive of my artwork and canera work which roy be required
Half-bone, line, and line-md-tone negs plus artwork, design and layout facilities cm be prcvided il needed at
additional cost Squared-up half-tones f9 each Cut-out half-tones f12.50 each

SPECIAL COLOURS
If required, advertisements cm be printed in a second colou. Rst€s available on application

DISCOUNTS
Fou or more consecutive inrertions with mme copy:
Fou or more consecutive insertions witlr differing copy:
T\vo or more full page adveftisements in the sme edition:

t2 10
r66
f36

s54
€30
fr8

Area rate less 107
Area rate less 57
Area mte less 107

FOR SALE
Nice selection of Player Pianos plus
New S/hand Rolls Duo-Art etc. Export service.
Laguna Rolls, Lagoon Road, Pagham, Sussex
PO21 4TTI, England.
l1V" double comb "Stella" table model,
t4,500. Miles Rock Cottage, MountFreld, Sussex
(RoberLsbridge 8806 1 4).

Discs for sale. Symphonion 9-1531" (side
damage) l0-143A", 3l-8t/2"; Adler 49-141/2";
Imperator 2O-L6\1", 7-5h"; Brittania 2-l l3A" i
Edelweiss 22-531" (notch); Picolo 2-6%"; Organ
dtscs 23-77H' (zinclnotch), 6-77d' (notr.h), 2-1O",
24-8", l-l0y2" (part disc), 5-87s" (cardboard).
A. C. Herweyer, Joh. Huslaan 50, f216
RC Hilversum, Nederland.

Cranford, New Jersey, U.S..d 198? show
date: Sunday, SepL 20th. Largest show and sale
of vintage phonographs, music boxes and
automated instruments in the Eastern United
States. One day only,8arn - 4pm at the Best
Westem Coachman kur, adjacent exit 136,
Garden State Parkway. Early buyers welcome
at the regular $3 admission. The motel offers
free pick-up service to Newark Airport approx
20 minutes away. For newsletter and frrrther
information contact: Lynn Bilton, Box 25007,
Chicago n 60625. (216) 758-5001.

Barrel Piano (cafe type), Pianista Thibouville,
72 key Decap organ and a 105 key Decap organ.
Details from A. Prinsen, Oostjachtpark 15,
2700 Sint-Niklaas, Belgium.
Tel O3/776 94 71.
Weber DuoArt Upright Repmducing Piano,
1922, Triple Exhauster, Pneumatics and
Piano professionally overhauled. Roll
Library included: Recut Phillips P,I}[. and
POPPER Orchestrion rolls, Parts, tracker bars
and originaf catalogues. Details O7,3c*7ffi129
evenings,
Most desirable Aeolian Orchestrelle llG
note Model XY will need restoration in its new
home. Mahogany case 6'9" x 6'5" x 3'6", with
carved omate columns. Blowerfitted. 249 I lG
note organ rolls in 3 cabinets, one ofwhich is
mahogany with inlay decoration, very prctty.
Also 249 5&note rolls. 94,900 tbe lot
Gordon Hawley, 27 Hermitage Road, London
N4 lDF. Tel: 01 802 242U5984.
Gallery for Eroica. Close copy of original
One only, bargain at f140. John Powell,
Ad. Manager.

Deadline Dates for
Advertisements:

lst February; l st April;
1st July 1st October
Posting of rnagazine:

27th February; 27th April;
7th August ?th November.

WANTED
Aeolian DuoAr't organ rolls urgenfly required
- Graham Whitehead, Broadgate Printing,
Crondal Road, Exhall Covenhy CV7 gNH.

DiscSets For 3-Disc Symphonion. Origin
lterature for Duo-Ar! Welte-Mignon, Ampico
pianog orgars etc. Richard Howe 93f8 Wicldord,
Housto4 Texas 77024 USA. 7f3l680-9945.

WAIVTED
Cylinder Boxes, Heller-Bem and Falcomet
any condition, restored/urrestored - badly

damaged 0oo, pay your price.

Write to:-
C. Nitschke, Stcinbreite 55,

3 Hannover-9l - West Germany.

Tlming Scales for 48 not€ Barrel Pianos for
article in Music Box joumal Also Symphonion
25% inch Sublime Harmonie Discs (numbers
around 6,500). Please contact David Snelling,
P.O. Box 23, Douglas,Isle of Man -062423911
or 0624 823483.

Reward offered for inforrnation leading to the
reuniting of interchangeable cylinders No. 2, 3
and 4 with their sister and movement These ale
2ftci' OD and l3%" over encaps with a five
pointed star stamp near movement serial
number 15512 - John Powell, Ad. Manager.

Can anyone tell me where I can fu:d a Regina
Orcheshal Corona? Please contact Geoffrey
Smith (0206) 760760 during office hours.

WAI\TED
Barrel Pianos/Organg

working or not, parts and carts.

Please telephone:
Alan Wyatt on (0223) 860332.

WANTED Case forNicole keywinder. Bedplate
size | 4tA" x 4 % ", or lid onl y, 18" x 6t/2" . Case for
keywinder. Bedplate size ll" x 416". Thompson,
8 St Catherines Grove, Lincoln.
Tel: (O522) 27322.

Musette Organette rclls (16 note, Selo inches
wide) required to buy or copy. Please phone
Nicholas Simons 0332 368225.
Empty Symphonion case wanted- Table
model (18" inside measurement). Miles, Rock
Cottage, Mounffield, Sussex. (Robertsbridge
8806r4).
Wanted Encyclopaedia of Automatic
Musical Insbruments by David Bowers also
Musical Boxes by John Clark t}ird edition.
Please contact Geoffrey Smith (0206) 760760.

Wanted
Articles for

publication in the
"Music Box"

Let the membership as a whole
benefit from the experience of
individual members. Write a letter
or send a complete "article".
Photographs of unusual pieces
are also required for "Members
Showcase".

Address your correspondence to:

Graham Whitehead,
Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.
Crondal Roa4 Exhall,
Coventry C\Z gNH.

WAI\"TED
Music for 14 Note Costwold/Clareaphone
organneateTtA" wide, damaged or not, or would
like to hire for copying. Will pay well for the hire
and all postage. Tom Callow, 177 Belton Ave.,
Grantham, Lincs. NG31 9JQ.

WAIVTED PRE 19OO
Cycles, Tricycleg Bells, Lamps, Saddles,
Block chain and any rusty parts of frames.

Will pay your price.

Phone anytime:
Peter Hoyte O25 125 3,373

Send in your classified
for tfu ncxt editinn

NOW!!!

NOTICE
The attention of nenben is dram to the
fact that the appe annce in Tlw Musit ht oI
m advertisels announcement des not in
my way inply endorsement, apprcval or
recommendation of that advertiser and hig
eeruices by the editor of the jormal or by the
Mueical Bor Society of Great Britain
Memben m reminded that they must eatisfy
themselves as to tlre abilityofthe advertiser
to sene or supply then
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MOI\IKTON HOUSE ANTIQUES
(iIICHAEL BENIIETT-LEVY)

For Buying or Selling
Mechanical Antiques & Curios
Wind-up Gramophones
Phonographs
78 Records
Mechanical Organs
Clocks
Scientific Instruments
Pianolas
MusicalBoxes
Medical Instruments
lrons
Typewriters
Early Radios & CrystalSets
Cameras & Early Photographs
Vintage Bicycles
Automata
Slot Machines
Early Kitchen Equipment
Toys
Machines & Things

Callers by appointment please

MONKTON HOUSB, OLD CRAIG HALL, MUSSELBURGH
MIDLOTHIAN, SCOTLAND. (15 minutes from Edinburyh crty centre)

031-665-5753

NORFOLK POLYPHON
CENTRE

(NORMAN & JUNE VINCE)

SPECIALISTS IN:-
ORCHESTRIONS & ORGANS

AUTOMATA

CYLINDER BOXES

DISC MACHINES

A wide and constantly changing range
of instruments alwavs available

WOOD FARM, BAWDESWELL, EAST DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

(on 81145 one mile east of 41067 junction in Bawdeswell Village).



JOHN
COWDEROY
Af',{TIQUES
The Musical Box Centre

42 South Street Eastbourne
Tel: 0323 20058 (Day)

0323 504590 (Evenings)

SPECIALIST IN THE
RESTORATION OF
MUSICAL BOXES

AND CLOCKS

Cylinder Musical Boxes o Clocks

Disc Machines o Furniture o Silver

Jewellery o Items of interest

Large showroom

We buy and sell

SPECIALI REPAIRS

J. D. WEIR F.B.H.I.
Parkview, 72B Glengate, Kirriemuir, Angus,

Scotland DD8 4JG
Telepbone Kirriemuir (Uftt 737E1

All aspects of work on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services offered include:-

* Cylinder repinning - no limitaiion to size.

* Pins can be raked (angled) if required.
* Eccentric or worn cylinder pins reground true to

cylinder pivots.

* All manner of comb work.

* Cutting back Retuning
* Releading and Tuning.
* Refacing star wheels.

* Setting up and adjusting gantries.
* Motor repairs.

ln fact anything necessary to completely overhaul your
musical bor

Collection and delivery by arrangemenL

Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.
We are occasionally able to undertake the
restoration of clients' own instruments. Please
telephone for further details.

A Large Stock of Origind Rolls
(tt and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW JAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS

Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss [0730] 894086 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.O. Box 12 . ALRESFORD. HANTS.
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BeIIe Vue Box Repairs
Musical Box Specialists

48 ALPHA ROAD, SOUTHVILLE,
BRISTOL BS3 I DH.

Telephonc (027 2\ 662010

Offer to completely restore the movement of your cylinder musical box
(and the case as well if required). Written estimate supplied.

Please note that we can no longer accept cylinders alone for repinning They can still
be dealt with during a complete overhaul and governor repairs can still be offered

However, we do not supply parts or do comb work unless carrying out a
complete overhaul.

Repinning from f 11 per inch of cylinder length.

More than 350 cylinders completed.

Good restored boxes for sale.

48 ALPHA ROAD,
SOUTHVILLE

BRISTOL BS3 lDH.
Tef ephone z (O27 2) 6620 r0

I

l

\AZ\NTED
O AUTOMATA - Choice French Pieces by Vichy,

Lambert, Decamps, Phalibois, etc.

ESPECIALLY II{TERESTED IN LARGER,
MORE COMPLICATED PIECES.

O $2O,OOO U.S. REWARD PAID FOR A LARGE
BLACKMORE FLUTEPLAYER BY JEAN
ROULLET.

O LARGE WELTE ORCHESTRION - STYLE 3

OR LARGER.

I am interested in restored or unrestored pieces of
any of the above.

kivate collector will pay market prices for
these pieces. I'M NOT LOOKING FOR
BARGAINS.

Send photos and dcscriptions to:

KENIIETH GOLDMAN
P.O. BOX 1477 |
BOSTON MASS. O2rO4 U.S.A"
'PHONE 6L7-44+9539.

IBriBn Clegg
SHIPDHAM. THETFORD, NORFOLK.

TEL: DEREHAM82U277,
AFIER 7 p.m. WATTON 881u149.

Callers by APPointment Please.

NEW DISC BOXES MADE'fO ORDER
AN D RENOVATIONS UNDERTAKEN

D/SCS COPIED AND NEW D/SCS
FOR ALL MACHINES

WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING TO
SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Cabinets, Bins, Pediments, Star Wheels,
Bedplates, Motors, Combs.

DU P LICATED MACHIN ES FOR
SALE OR EXCHANGE.



SOTHEBY'S
FOUNDED 1744

Mechani cal Musical Instruments
LONDON

TUESDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER T987

Enquiries toJon Baddeley, Collectors Department

Sotheby's, 34-35 New Bond Street, London WlA2AATelephone: (01) 493 B0B0Telex: 2Ml4SPBLON G

A fine musical mantle clock, French, r. 1830, with overture rylinder musical movement. Estimate: 12,50G3,500.



Wells, though England's smallest city, can still boast the oldest
complete street in Europe, a world-famous Cathedral with one of
the earliest automata clocks of c.1390 and the Bishops Palace
with swans on the moat. Convenient to them all, in the picturesque
market square, is our new venture - offering an ever-changing
selection of Music Boxes and Mechanical Musical Instruments in
general, Enjoy a day or weekend visit and include us in the sights!

15 The Market Place, Wells,
Somerset BA5 2RF Tel (0749) 76203

Bought & Sold:
* Cylinder and Disc Boxes
* Phonographs and Organettes
tF Reproducing Pianos
* Automata and Novelties
* Clocks and Orchestrions
We are here to olter a highly personalised setvice to
you, the collectot Prolit lrom out attention and
knowledge and invest in something your family can
enjoy. We have a good ever-changing selection ot
Music Boxes and larger pieces Enjoy a day in Wells!



GAVIOLI & CIE
24-key reed barrel organ playing

eight airs - 20 in. wide.

Sold 3rd July 1987 for f2,860.

Autumn/Winter sales:
October 1st

December 17th

Enquiries concerning
these sales should be

addressed to:

Christopher Proudfoot

CHRISTIES
UTH KENSINGTON

85 OLD BROMPTON ROAD. LONDON Sw? 3LD. TELEPHOM: 0l'581 7611.


